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Zahra Hatami, MS
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Advisor: Dr. Peter Wolcott
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard language to communicate with a relational
database system. SQL is a core competency for people in the data management field and is,
therefore, a foundational skill taught to users in information systems.
This research analyzes users’ mental models while they formulate SQL queries. The purpose of
this thesis is to understand the strategies users use. These strategies both reflect and help develop
the users’ mental models. This research attempts to discover users' mental models while learning
SQL for the purpose of finding better ways to teach SQL skills. This research analyzes data from
two subsets of users with two different problem sets. One data set was collected from users who
followed the think aloud methodology while they wrote queries or when they were devising the
queries. Another data set consisted of student activity log data captured by the database
management system as students executed queries. The log data was analyzed to identify patterns
of activities, or strategies used, as SQL skills are learned.
Upon analysis of the data, this research offers recommendations for users and instructors.
Recommendations help users to better understand the SQL concepts, error messages and the
precise meaning of the queries. Recommendations help instructors to develop better ways to
teach the material to improve students’ learning processes and how they can be taught more
efficiently about the SQL skills to apply in future activities with database systems.
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I.

Introduction
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard language to communicate with a
relational database system. SQL is a core competency for people in the data management field
and is, therefore, a foundational skill taught to users in information systems. IT professional
should understand how to write SQL for doing different work related to the database. The
ultimate goal of my research is to investigate how users learn SQL in the hopes of finding a
better way to help users acquire this skill. My research attempts to discover what kinds of mental
models users use and how these mental models develop while learning SQL for the purpose of
finding better ways to teach these skills. By analyzing mental processes of users who are learning
SQL, we can improve their knowledge of how to write SQL queries.
Mental models are a process of manipulation of information within a knowledge structure
schema. Learners should use a knowledge structure for solving problems, but they must link the
components of the knowledge and likewise should implement an algorithm or pattern for using
information in a knowledge schema.
In the scientific world, experts look at problems differently from novices. The present
study tries to compare mental models of users who are to varying degrees a novice to see how
they manipulated the data and created the mental model for solving the problem. With this kind
of work, this study attempts to use the think aloud methodology as direct method, and log set
data as an indirect method to get inside users’ thoughts to find the particular mental process to
see differences between experts and users’ views. At the last part of this comparison, this
disquisition is trying to suggest some recommendation for improving users’ mental model to use
the knowledge like experts.
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Experts create a complex network that connects their concept and knowledge within their
domain, and so they organize their domain in significant features and abstractions. Experts hold
knowledge in conceptual "chunks" that allow them to access those pieces in an efficient way.
This paper endeavors to get inside users’ thoughts, to see what mental model they are using, and
identify ways to improve their mental model to use the knowledge as experts do.
The research will try to answer the following questions: What mental models and
strategies do users employ when formulating SQL queries? How do users’ mental models and
strategies evolve over time? How can we improve the process by which users learn to write SQL
queries?
This research seeks to identify significant patterns when users write the queries. Also
with the comparison between think aloud methodology and log data set, this study seeks to find
any differences or similarities between different users’ work.

II.

Literature Review
The literature review divided into six sections: problem, knowledge, strategy, mental model,
verbalization the mental model and expert & novices.
Problem
Before starting any explanation about which features are needed for creating the mental
model, expressing some key concepts related to mental models and the components are essential.
Mental models are used to build a problem-solving solution and will make solving problems
easier.
In general, a problem is defined as a situation individuals face when they have knowledge
about that situation, but they do not know how to accomplish it. So, in the problem-solving, there
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are two sides. One side is a problem which should be solved, and another side is the knowledge
which should formulate to create the mental model to address that problem.
Problem-solving is processing the knowledge from the basic level to the highest level that
is driven to create the correct mental model and to deal with the problem. The obtained
knowledge should make the appropriate connections to each other to formulate the mental
model. For solving the problems, individuals should understand the situations and the problems
before making an immediate assumption.
Knowledge
The most important issue concerning the knowledge is acquisition and utilization with
organizational factors. In other words, users and learners should understand the usage of the
knowledge, how they can organize their knowledge, and how they can make a proper connection
between different pieces of knowledge together. Relationships or connections between the
various pieces of knowledge in the cognitive structure are like the glue that hold everything in
the right place. In a few types of studies done before, researchers presented the knowledge from
learners as a model that they named "Tree Model." The concept of this model refers to the idea
that different knowledge concepts are combined into pieces that are joined with appropriate
connections. The connections among the various peices should articulate in the correct way, then
tracking and retrieving data from the nodes to solve the problem is easy and straightforward.
Having proper structures including pieces and connections will provide efficient access to
knowledge in different situations or scenarios. Next, when individuals want to use the
knowledge, the accessibility of the knowledge will be the key factor in all the connections. Some
researchers go beyond the knowledge and agreed on the point that good organization of the
knowledge is more important than the concept of the knowledge.
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Networking is a technique that connects different knowledge concepts to each other.
Networking means making the correct connections among various knowledge concepts. The
network is one of the techniques that will help to recognize the fundamental relationships
between different concepts. Part of networking is concept mapping, which means breaking down
the concepts into small pieces, and make more clarification of the relationship between the
various pieces. Concept Mapping is subordinate to networking technique that will help more
understanding of the knowledge bases. Researchers believe having the useful connection is equal
to the perceptual level of understanding. Concept maps are the tools that help learners to
visualize the hierarchical relationship between concepts (Novak and Gowin, 1984). The concept
map will help individuals to recognize each concept’s pieces, and help the individual to make the
connection between groups of concepts as perceived by the individuals. Understanding the
connections is the primary feature of the knowledge structure that proved the sustainability of the
knowledge concepts in this structure. Individuals can use the connections to understand the
relationship between concept’s pieces in the knowledge structure.
In the knowledge structure, the connection between the major concepts is equivalent to
the organization which will determine accessibility of the concepts in future problem-solving or
different perspectives. Additionally, access to the knowledge is subordinate of organization and
awareness. Organizing the knowledge pieces and understanding the knowledge components, or
in other words, organization and awareness are two important factors for creating the strategy
regarding solving the problems.
Strategy
Strategy means how individuals can create the plan based on the knowledge related to
different situations. Strategy can be divided into the two categories. The first one is specific
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strategy, and the second one is the general strategy. The specific strategy is the strategy that the
result could be predicted from the users while they are trying to solve the problems or while they
are trying to express the specific perspective (Richard S. Prawat 1989). This kind of strategy would
be easy for teachers or experts to teach to the novices or users. The specific strategy will follow
the clear outline. In other words, each person can apply a specific strategy for solving the
problems with following the guideline, relevant to that problem. This strategy would be designed
for the given situation. The second type of strategy is a general strategy, which is hard for
teachers or experts to teach to other intermediate or novice people. Creating the general strategy
needs some intermediate process like planning, reviewing, and checking the process. Planning
can involve things like skimming through some text or even outlining and elaborating. The
process of checking can be a little different depending on its content. In some cases, it may
consist of stating key ideas, in other scenarios it involves checking whether an answer is
reasonable. This kind of the strategy needs to understand the knowledge concepts and ultimately
understand the concepts clearly. The general strategy is the personal interpretation of the
situation, and this strategy would not be the same among individuals.
Mental Model
The mental model is a process of manipulation of information within a knowledge
structure schema. Mental models consist of two major components: knowledge structure or
schema, and processes for using the pieces of knowledge. Two types of knowledge and
information are necessary for making a mental model. The first type of knowledge is concepts or
schema, and the second type is the set of presumptions which are needed to make a connection or
relationship between those concepts. In fact, there are different mechanisms used to build the
mental model.
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The key factors in the mental models are to Identify the nature of the concepts and
making the map to the origin of those concepts. Based on mapping and bridges between
concepts, people can recognize problem domains. Detecting different domains related to the
problems is a starting point for building a mental model to solve problems.
One of the advantages of having a plan to create the mental model before solving the
problem is that the mental model will provide the ability for people to forecast alternative
solutions so it will provide the capacity to make the decision to pick up one of those solutions.
The mental model is affected by two factors (R.S. Prawat, 1989). In the first place, the
factors strategy and awareness will affect the knowledge which is the primary key in creating the
mental models or intellectual frameworks. Strategy is an organization of the thought and how
people can have organized their thought in meaningful ways to make the mental model.
Awareness will help individual to reorganize or restructure their knowledge. Awareness will help
individuals to better influence in their knowledge and to better understand the concepts.
The mental models reflect a form of knowledge, and knowledge is inherently domain
specific. Peoples’ mental models are formulated when individuals are working in different
domains, or in the same domain, but for different purposes, which will involve different concepts
with different causal connections among the concepts.
Verbalization the Mental Model
The verbal protocol is a method for gathering data is which researchers ask users to think
aloud when they are trying to figure out the subjects or trying to solve problems.
After collecting all verbal reports from users, researchers will use the reports, and will try to
interpret results based on knowledge indicators which they get from those reports.
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Per Piaget (cited in Lochhead, 1985), verbalization helps individuals bring their
knowledge from the unconscious to the awareness stage. When people try to memorize the
concept in their mind without any verbalization, they miss some part of the concepts; but with
verbalization of the thought they will be aware of missed concepts. Verbalization will help to
make communication between different part of the knowledge concepts. This communication
must be meaningful. With verbalizing the thought, individuals try to analyze and modify the
components previously learned. In other words, verbalizing the idea will help to articulate
thoughts into transferable descriptions. Piaget believed that talking about the thought and
knowledge is a tool that helps users to present and control their knowledge. Users are mindful
when they articulate their thoughts, and so it will help users’ impressions and conceptions to be
exposed.
An important issue for the verbal report or think aloud methodology is that researchers
must consider this methodology for the sequence of mental events which formulated during the
specific time. Ericsson and Simon assumed that information which is in oral code in short-term
memory (STM) do not need time to verbalize, but those that are not in oral code have to take
time and do a meditation process to be verbalized (Ericsson and Simon, 1993). Another
assumption in this methodology is that during verbalization of thought, structures of the
processing in performing task do not change, which is the reason this method is different from
the traditional methodology.
In 1993 Ericsson and Simon defined the verbal protocol. Ericsson and Simon defended
verbal protocol based on human cognitive architecture because they assumed that knowledge and
information are stored in different levels in the memory. The human memory system has three
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distinct levels of buffering: Level 1, verbalization (talk aloud), Level 2, verbalization (think
aloud), and Level 3, verbalization (reflect when prompted) (Bannert & Mengelkamp, 2007).
The Level 1 in sensor Registry (SR), which means data will program into an internal form and
will be stored briefly. As result, the SR from will forget quickly, and a small portion of the data
will enter the next part of memory called the short-term memory (STM). STM is an active and
conscious part of the memory system in the human body and can store data for a short time
depending on the amount of data and the capacity of the STM. Some of the information in STM
will be replaced with new information and with practicing, and complex process data will go to
long-term memory (LTM). LTM is the part of memory that keeps information for the long term.
One of the important issues for a verbal report or think aloud methodology is that researchers
should consider the time when analyzing the sequence of mental events. Ericsson and Simon
assumed that information that is in oral code in short-term memory (STM) doesn’t need time to
verbalize, but information that is not in oral code needs the meditation process in memory and
requires more time before verbalization. In think aloud methodology, verbalization procedures
involve processing data in memory before actual verbalization. Think aloud methodology defines
three levels. These three levels are:
Talk aloud, think aloud and reflection.
In level one talk aloud, users verbally say the content of STM without any changes in
cognitive or performance process. In the second level, think aloud, users take more time to
encoded contents from STM to illuminate data, so there might be delay or pauses between their
talking. In the third level, reflection, users spend more time talking to try to make the connection
to the LTM of their memory. They will then try to make bridges between STM and LTM. In the
third level, all decision making will happen from the connectivity between LTM and STM.
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The table below explains three types of verbal models:

Table 1-Think Aloud Methodology

Verbal Model

Description

Talk aloud

performance effects, No intermediate process

Think aloud

no performance, verbal encoding process effects, longer processing time
performance effects, inference, filtering, verbal encoding, Changes cognitive

Reflect

processes

Researchers for verbal protocol should start with the questions which are easier to
answer, and then proceed to the harder ones. Also, researchers must avoid asking particular
verbalization information, and they should ask for verbalization of all thought which comes to
users’ mind.
Think aloud has been used as a research method for collecting data in the different area of
studies to obtain knowledge and information on cognitive processes, but it has not yet been used
for cognitive processes for users when they are writing SQL. One of the goals of this research is
to use think aloud techniques monitoring the activities between different users who have the
same kind of questions. Through these comparisons, this research will try to identify their
methods of solving problems. In verbal data, users are asked to talk aloud and think aloud while
they are trying to solve problems so analysis can design the schema from users’ activities.
Expert and Novice
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Experts are the individuals who have the knowledge, relevant experiences and skills. The
people called experts that have the full understanding of the obtained knowledge. The expert’s
acquired knowledge is not isolated in their mind. They fully understood the meaning of the
concepts’ pieces from their knowledge bases. In other words, experts can organize their expertise
in their mind, which will be available and accessible in the specific situation. Based on this
explanation, experts have informed the meaning of the nature of the organization, awareness, and
strategy. These abilities will help the experts to create the mental model with proper connections
among various knowledge pieces.
There are different definitions for the novices depending on the situation that they are
with involved. People are called novice when they have a problem in creating the knowledge
structure. This group of people has knowledge, but they do not know how to make the correct
knowledge structure or concept map in their mind. In other words, they have the knowledge, but
they did not have the proper organization for knowledge concepts. They also might have
knowledge, but they have a problem with awareness of the knowledge.
Sometimes people are called novice because they do not have reliable knowledge bases
to come up with knowledge structure and networking map. Most of the time, they memorize the
concepts without an understanding of the nature and origin of the knowledge to save in the longterm memory and retrieve data in a specific situation (R.S. Prawat, 1989).
For a long time, people thought the difference between experts and novices were skills,
and experts are highly skilled peoples compared with novices. But the fundamental difference
between novices and experts is the way that they organized their knowledge together. It is
obvious that experts have more knowledge than novices, but this is not the fundamental
difference between them. Understanding the knowledge is one the fundamental differences
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between experts and novices. Experts use their knowledge in the greater area than novices, and
more efficiently. The difference between novices and experts is the way that they formulate and
structure the knowledge pieces in a coherent manner.
Experts have more knowledge than novices, but this is not the actual difference between
these groups of people. Experts are better than novices because they focus on the subjects that
they learned with more practices on their domains. Novices will memorize the subjects or
concepts. Novices concentrate on dilettantish and superficial appearances of problems compared
to the experts, who focused on deep structures and fundamental values or schemes of the
problem in the same situation.
Experts are better than novices when they faced a problem because experts first try to
understand the problem. They recognize the concepts of the knowledge. Next, they organize and
connect the concepts in proper fashion. When they understand the problem, they know how and
when to use a specific piece of knowledge. Experts can make the connection between all
knowledge concepts that they already learned; they rely on the network and concept map in their
mind with excellent connectivity instead of memorizing the nature of the concepts. Finally,
experts can create the strategy from their thought process better than novices. Novices have
difficulty solving or creating the strategy for the problems because they do not know how to
organize their knowledge and have the obstacle of broken connection in their knowledge
structure.
Here is the list of differences between novice and experts:
• Experts can make more professional mental models than novices. Their mental model includes
all connections among different concepts (Ambrose et al.,).
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• Experts can categorize all specific concepts by their features.
• Experts, by a large amount of practice, have gotten much knowledge that can be classified in
ways which reflect the greater understanding of their subject matter (Ambrose et al.,).
• Experts’ knowledge cannot be secluded to just common knowledge or realities, but it can have
a reflection of contexts by using the inventive qualities of recognition and being dogged with
reflective relationships among facts (R.S. Prawat,1989)
• Experts can quickly with slight mindful effort get the vital information from their mind based
on their purpose or their goals (R.S. Prawat,1989)
• Experts, who have more knowledge about the facts, show a better presentation than novices
who have little experience with the subject and don’t have coherent knowledge structure.
• Experts and novices are different based on the knowledge processing and how they organize
their information during cognitive process (R.S. Prawat,1989)
• Experts have more capability to retrieve the stored data in the thoughtful process than novices
and accessibility of the data is easier in their mindful network than novices.
• In creating knowledge structure, experts are following primary principles, which can maintain
all facts associated with each other; novices’ knowledge structure follows the superficial faith,
which their facts do not have precious connections and associations with each other. (Chi,
Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981).
• The information in an expert’s mind is mostly related to elaborate semantic memory, which is a
type of knowledge called declarative knowledge and associated with sense, thoughts, and
concepts that are not about personal experiences, but basic reasoning (Posner, 1988).
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• Experts have a higher level of performance in doing the tasks than novices because of their
intentional manner in their expertise area rather than their inherent experience (R.S. Prawat,
1989)
• Experts are more concerned than novices with the characteristics and significant patterns of the
information which is embedded in their environment and can be useful in their thought process
(R.S. Prawat, 1989)
• Experts’ performance prove their ability to understand the knowledge based on the knowledge
organization and awareness (R.S. Prawat 1989).
• Experts establish knowledge in conceptual "chunks" so it will help them to access those pieces
in an efficient way (Ambrose et al.,).

III.

Research Method
This section briefly describes the materials that were available for the users and explains the
methods used for analyzing the data. Also, there is an explanation for the overview of the SQL
structure.
A. Class Material

Before analyzing users’ attempts, we describe the materials that were available for the
users in the database management class.
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The instructor introduced and taught different material to the users. The primary material was the
book title,"The DAMA Guide to the Data Management Body of Knowledge." The instructor
provided slides that were associated with the important concepts in the book.
All classes and teaching materials were recorded by the instructor so that if users misunderstood
or missed the class, they could listen and watch the video recorded to review or cover the
misunderstood topics and sections. Sample questions accompanied the topics the instructor
covered. The examples and solutions would help users to better understand the concepts. During
the classes, the instructor provided the examples and encouraged users to think about the
examples and tried to answer them. There were two kinds of examples: one type was answered
by the teacher, and another type was answered by the users in the class. After each section, users
worked on an assignment that consisted of a set of questions to be answered by writing SQL
queries. One of the useful material provided with the assignment was the relational schema.
The relational schema is a view including all tables and their relationships. This schema
can help users to follow the connections between different tables and columns.
B. Approach and Method

This research uses two methods for analyzing data. The first method uses a think aloud
protocol in which users articulate their thought process while they formulate SQL queries. This
research uses think aloud techniques for monitoring activities between different users working on
the same questions. Through these comparisons, we will try to identify their methods of solving
problems by analyzing learners' cognitive processes. In verbal data, users are asked to talk aloud
and think aloud when they are trying to solve problems, and so analysis can design the relational
schema from participant’s activities.
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In think aloud sessions, data was collected from users who followed the think aloud
methodology as they tried to write queries. Think aloud has been used as a research method, as a
way to get inside users’ thought, by collecting data in the different area of studies to obtain
knowledge and information on cognitive processes (Ericsson & Simon,1992).
Another method used is the analysis of data from log data generated by the Oracle
database management system at the time users execute SQL queries. Log data is data from users’
work on SQL assignments. Each time a user executes a query, the system records the users’
progression from one query to the next. By analyzing these query attempts and comparing query
trials over time, we seek to infer how the users’ perspective on SQL changes.
The primary goal of analyzing log data is to observe the exact sequence of attempts to
formulate SQL queries and from these attempts to infer users’ cognitive processes and mental
models. We need to understand what users did wrong while trying to write the queries, identify
the areas of misconceptions, detect the pattern of activities or strategies used while learning SQL
skills, and recognize the evolution of users’ mental models and strategies. The last part of the
analysis will tabulate the errors that occurred, the frequency of particular errors, classify and then
categorize of types of errors. Ultimately, this research will try to identify better ways to teach
the material to improve users’ learning processes and how they can be taught more efficiently to
write SQL queries.
Another aspect of this study is tabulating the errors, and to evaluate the frequency of
getting specific errors using the statistical analysis to classify these errors by type and determine
how often those errors happen. Are they associated with the specific question regarding content
and difficulty of the question?
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Errors were detected from Oracle database system after running each query. By
comparing sequences of queries and error corrections, nature of the errors will be the factor to
show how users tried to get the result from their work.
This research is designed to find out why did users make the errors? What are the reasons
for making errors? Is it a misconception of the syntax, or is it because of their ignorance about
how to use the tools correctly? Is it an incomplete or erroneous mental model? Which sequences
and changes did they make to get the correct result?
What mental models and strategies did users employ when formulating SQL queries?
How do users’ mental models and strategies evolve over time?
How can we improve the process by which users learn to write SQL queries?
C. SQL Introduction

In database management class, SQL is one of the main subjects that users learn. Users
learn how they can use Oracle or Access to retrieve data for particular purposes. Materials that
are available for users are slides, books, and the relational schema provided by the professor
which includes all tables and columns with their relationships. The instructor provides a script to
create and populate tables needed for the assignment.
The relational schema is a schema that included all the tables, columns, primary keys,
and the relationship between tables. By following this map, users can comprehend particular
columns that they need to answer the questions. They can use the schema for joining two or more
tables because they can quickly identify common columns between tables and join the tables
based on particular columns. This schema is a standard tool; users can access the tables and their
content quickly when they want to run queries.
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IV.

Findings
D. Think aloud Sessions
Think aloud is a methodology in which users express their thoughts verbally when they
are trying to perform their tasks.
The data for think aloud methodology was collected from four different sessions. In the
sessions, 14 users participated by joining an online meeting with the instructor. The meeting was
able to record the user’s computer screen and verbal communication.
Users were asked questions of varying complexity. Think aloud questions started with a few
warm-up questions that were easy to answer, then proceed to get more complicated. Analyzing
think aloud sessions with watching, listening and reviewing all the queries steps by step from the
users, recognized three different categories of users based on their methods for running queries
and getting the result. The number of query attempts varied among the users, depending on the
different users’ categories. Users divided into different categories based on the query attempts
and users' thinking expressions. Some of the users had the plan from the beginning of the work,
and they improved their work step by step. There was another group that had the plan, but they
could not implement their plan in sequences queries. The last category was the group of users
that did not define the specific plan in writing the queries.

Users’ category
Users in think aloud sessions divided into three categories based on the strategies that
they followed.
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Developed Mental Model
Before starting to write the queries, the users in this group read the questions carefully
and sometimes repeated the questions a few times. The users utilized different intermediate tools
as aids for writing the queries. When they encountered errors, they knew the meaning of the
errors and knew how to fix them. Users in this group expressed their thoughts of surprise when
they saw a result they did not expect. With the same amount of the time for writing the queries,
they could answer more questions than other users. Users in this group designed the queries
using four strategic intermediate tools before they started to write queries:
Relational schema
Some of the users used a relational schema. By using this schema (Figure 1) a user can
follow directions in the schema to recognize the tables and their columns. Based on the questions
and which template it asked for, they could identify specific columns which they needed to use
in their query.
Figure 1- Relational Schema
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Visualized relational schema
Visualized relational schema was another way of working on queries that users used in
think aloud sessions. It means users did not use the actual relational schema same as the schema
in Figure 1 and their attempts showed they imagined this schema in their mind. In other words,
these users did not use any real transitional tools while they wrote the queries. They used their
mind and pictured the tables to verbalize their work. They imagined all tables with relative
relations in their mind.

Opened the tables
Another group of users used tables and opened them before starting to write queries.
Users who used opened tables have to check and recheck tables. The difference between using
opened tables and a relational schema at the starting point to find a map and make a mental
model is that not all tables are in front of the eyes on one screen as with the relational schema.
Users have to spend more time finding and checking columns in tables when they want to join
those tables. In other words, using a relational schema is less time consuming for making mental
model and having the plan to build the query.

Described table
The last group of users ran a separate query at the starting point. They described tables
with running this simple query: Describe (Name of the table):
Describing tables helped them to see the tables and their columns and could make references
between tables easily.
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The four methods mentioned above were the ways used by this group of users before starting to
write the queries.
One similarity between the users was that they did not immediately start to write the
questions. They tried to figure out what exactly the question means, which columns they should
choose, and did they need to join or not?
When users understood the questions and found out what they should do, they were ready
to start to build the query. They followed the specific template that the question asked for, like
using a "set differences, " "EXIST" joining two or more than three tables, etc. For example, if
they should join the tables, they tried to find the common columns and picked them for using in
"WHERE clause." They built their mental model with all the components, and they almost knew
what would be the result of their work. Users expected a specific result when they ran the final
query and they gave an expression of surprise with getting a different result than what they
expected.
All the explanations above were the primary plan regarding creating a mental model from
the first category, Strategy implementation in the mental model, before they started to write
queries.
Users used different methods for writing queries:
•

Write and run piece by piece

•

Write the query with a start from the top
Users broke down questions into small pieces and wrote the corresponding queries. With

this way of work, they could find error easier than complicated queries. They ran the small
queries and fixed the mistakes, and then they put all those pieces together and ran the query as a
whole.
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For example:
Question text: " List the name of each site with an 'Experienced' skill level but with a 'Mild'
current."
Select site_name, site_depth
from site
where site_skilllevel = 'Experienced';
Select site_name, site_depth,site_skilllevel
from site
where site_skilllevel = 'Experienced';
Select site_name, site_current, site_skilllevel
from site where site_skilllevel= 'Experienced'
and site_current= 'Mild';
Another set of users started the queries from the top which means users first found the
required columns and added the columns in SELECT clause. Next users added the tables in
FROM clause and at the next step added the conditions in WHERE clause then users GROUP
BY the columns and if they needed, they ordered the query with the ORDER BY clause.
Users tested their queries in different ways to make sure their result in the final query was
correct. Each user had different way of checking their work.
 Opposite and comparison
Some users ran complementary queries to check the result of their works and be more
confident with the result. For instance, the question asked for the query with using "EXIST"
statement. Once users had gotten the result, they started to write and run a complementary query
with using "NOT EXIST" or sometimes with using "NOT IN" statements. These users realized
the differences between the queries including different templates in the opposite direction. They
compared the results and could recognize problems if they got an unexpected result.
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Therefore, users in "strategy implementation in the mental model" group, made a connection
in their mind as an origin network. This network built with various pieces which identified from
the users for each particular question. They added those pieces to make the whole network and
made the connection between those pieces with using different envision methods like describe
tables, schema, or making all tables available at the same time.

Semi-Developed Mental Model
This group of users did not use the intermediate tools for writing the queries. When they
got stuck in some parts of the queries, they tried to ask the questions regarding fixing the errors
or determining the meaning of the errors. The users in the semi-developed mental model group
could go forward with writing the queries; but without help or asking several questions, they
couldn’t finish the queries and get complete answers. Users in this group had a strategy before
they started to write the query. They understood the questions, and they knew what would be the
result of the query. The problem was that their mental model was not complete because they
could not implement their plan. These users had a strategy but did not know how to organize
their thought to write the correct query. In other words, they knew which pieces should be
involved in the query but they did not know how to connect and put the proper pieces next to
each other to ran the final query and find the result.

Spaghetti test 1

1

The" Spaghetti test" refers to a trial and error method of trying something and seeing if it works.
http://www.english-for-participants .com/Spaghetti.html)
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The last group in the think aloud sessions consisted of users who did not have any clear
idea when they started to write the queries. Users in this group did not know what exactly the
questions asked. They started the queries without using any intermediate tools and when they
faced errors, they asked for the reasons for the errors without trying to fix them or understand the
meaning of the errors.
These users seemingly randomly changed the queries which did not involve the errors and so
again and again interacted with different errors. They could not finish the queries even after
getting tips for the questions and for getting the result. This group of users got stuck in the
queries that involved more than one table. In most cases, they did not understand the questions,
did not know how to use SQL statements, or did not know how to use SQL tools. When the users
did not understand the fundamental concept in the questions, they could not determine what
columns they needed and which conditions they should use and so they struggled with other
parts of the query. They got errors, but could not understand the reason for those mistakes and
could not fix the issues. All of these reasons triggered writing and running the queries without
any apparent thought process. They did not expect a specific result and could not anticipate the
result. Ultimately, they were satisfied with seeing any result even though they did not know
whether it was the correct result or not. They were content with the answers, stopped their work,
and did not try to make changes to get the right outcome. The Spaghetti test group had lack of
understanding of the questions, doing the work with minimal thought, and randomly making
changes without understanding the reason for those changes. they tested their work
without having the mental model.

The conclusion of Think aloud Session
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In think aloud sessions, there were a few similarities between different users’ categories.
In the SQL language, there are some formatted SQL query that have the standard formats. Users
in these kinds of SQL constructs do not need to create a mental model for writing and running
the queries. These queries have a specific structure that users utilize by replacing the example
column with specific columns needed to answer the queries. Users got the correct result by
following this formatted SQL2. For instance, queries that asked for" Use a CASE construct" and

" Use a WINDOW function" are the examples of the queries which everybody with basic
knowledge of SQL, could follow the order in the formatted statement and moved forward to the
correct answer. The only thing that users needed to do was replace example columns with
columns in the formatted statement.
Another similarity was for the queries that needed to retrieve data from one table. In
writing the queries which did not need to join two or three tables, users could get the correct
product.
 Problems in think aloud session:

2

•

the meaning of the error

•

usage of the tools

•

basic knowledge of SQL

•

schema, described, tables (advantage)

A formatted query is a query that was already developed in class and is available for the SQL learners. For
example, some SQL formatted queries are CASE, VIEW and WINDOW function.
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Oracle like other database systems detects errors if a query contains any syntax mistake.
The error message contains a specific number, name and short explanation. This brief
explanation shows the line and column which has a problem and the reason for that problem.
SQL learners who are familiar with the concept know that if they follow these error messages,
they can find and fix the errors.
In think aloud sessions, users struggled with the error messages because they did not
know the meaning of the error message and they did not know how they could fix the errors.
They did not follow the error messages to identify the problem and moved forward to fix that
problem. Some users did not have the basic knowledge of SQL and Oracle to write the queries
with using tools. For example, they did not know they could bring up the line numbers in Oracle
to understand what line the error message referred. Following line numbers is the easiest way to
follow Oracle error commands.
E. Data Log Set

The log data was collected from 139 users over three semesters. Users were given
assignments consisting of a set of questions to answer by formulating SQL queries. In some of
the questions, users have to follow the set of templates for writing each query. For example, they
were asked to write the query based on "set differences," use "exists" or not "exists," etc. All the
queries and attempts by users were stored in Oracle. Oracle’s auditing feature was used to record
the SQL query, a timestamp, an Oracle return code (e.g. an error code) to indicate the results of
each execution, and the Oracle username of the participant executing the query.
As with the think aloud sessions, this study attempts to find the patterns in the log data or
specific mental models that users pursued to get the correct product. The study tried to find the
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different errors that users got, categorize those mistakes, discover the nature of the changes, and
drive a statistical observation of the users’ work.
To analyze users’ work in log data, 40 users were chosen randomly from the pool of 139.
These users were from different semesters which divided into two groups. There were two
separate sets of questions that users had to answer, depending on the semester in which they took
the course. Based on the questions that targeted particular tables, users were split into two
groups. The first group was asked to run queries to retrieve data from these tables: Customer,
Ord, Orditem, Employee, and Department. Another group was asked to retrieve information in
the tables: Tour, Reservation, Site, Boat, Participant, and Part. In this research, the first group
was called the TOUR group and the second group was called the CUSTOMER group.
Unlike think aloud sessions, the log data captured only the users’ actions, not their
thoughts about how or why they wrote a query as they did. This research tried to infer users’
mental models indirectly by observing the changes they make from one query attempt to the
next.
The first step in analyzing log data set was finding the question each query was trying to
answer. Log data contained all attempts by users but not the questions themselves. The log data
and corresponding questions were uploaded to Microsoft Access database. Access was used for
the data log set because Access is easier than Oracle to work with concerning tracking, and
comparing and finding changes. In log data, there were different categories between users based
on their sequence of query’ attempts.

Users’ category
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In the log data, monitoring the actual work as long as users attempted to answer the
questions was impossible and so recognized the precise method that they used was impractical.
For example, in think aloud sessions, users who belonged to mental models used the relational
schema, opened the tables, visualized the relational schema, or they described the tables for
tracking and connecting tables. In data log, there was not the evidence to identify what kind of
intermediate tools (the relational schema, opened tables etc.) users used.

Developed mental model
Users who belonged to the first category understood the questions completely. They
efficiently wrote the queries step by step. For the next query, if they got an error, they followed
the error message to find the reason of the error and then fixed it. This group of users knew the
meaning of the mistakes, and they did not change the query without any plan. They understood
where the errors were, and knew how they could fix those mistakes.

Semi-Developed mental model
In the second group users had an idea and strategy when they started to write the query,
but evaluating their works exposed that they did not understand exactly the question asked. In
other words, they made mistakes because they did not know the exact meaning of the question
and which pieces should be included in the query. Missing, wrong queries’ pieces or
misunderstanding of the questions caused errors in the thought process. The result of their work
displayed the incorrect answers and most of the time showed the incomplete outcomes.

Spaghetti test
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In the third group users lacked basic knowledge to write the queries; they did not know
how to join, how to design SQL constructs, and how they could apply a set different templates.
This group of users tried to write the queries without an understanding of the questions. When
they got errors, they did not follow the error messages. They changed some pieces of the query
without an obvious plan. They replaced the parts which were not relevant to the error message.
Based on their attempts, their work can be in Spaghetti test category.
All users in the log data had similarities and differences in their work. Some similarities
appeared between the particular categories which could not be found in other categories. Also
without consideration to which categories, there were few specific ways applied from different
users. In other words, some users had their certain way when they wrote the queries.
Listed below are the methods used by users who had mental models when they tried to write the
queries:
•

Piece by piece

•

Start down

•

Comparing

•

Opposite
In the piece by piece method, users broke down complex questions into small pieces and

then wrote and ran those parts separately. After each piece had run, they joined those pieces
together to get the final and completed query. This method was the most general method between
different users. Break down queries were used with two different shapes. One added the pieces
from the bottom, and one from the top. Another approach has been to construct the query top
down. Users added different pieces of the query step by step with reading the questions. All the
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questions started with "select" clause. Users started with "select" then "from" clause and so
forward to the end.
Comparing was the method that was used in different questions by users. It was a process
that helped them to make sure their attempts were correct in getting the result. To proceed this
way, users wrote the query in different ways beside using the template that mentioned in the
question.
They were familiar with SQL statements, so they applied different templates that
matched the questions’ contents and got the result. Next, they compared the new result with the
original result which was written based on the particular template. If both results showed the
exact the same result, they knew their outcome was entirely correct.
For example, in the case of using" set differences" in the query, they used " Minus" or

" not in." Queries that use" Minus" or " not in" can produce the same result, but they are
differently formatted queries.
For example, the question " List the employee id all employees who are salesmen but
who have no customers in Redwood City. Use some sort of set difference." can be answered
using the following queries.
SELECT EMP_ID from
Employee where EMP_JOB='Salesman'
MINUS
SELECT EMP_ID from CUSTOMER
where CUST_CITY='Redwood City';
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SELECT EMP.EMP_ID FROM EMPLOYEE EMP
WHERE
EMP.EMP_JOB='Salesman' AND
EMP.EMP_ID
NOT IN
(SELECT CUST.EMP_ID FROM CUSTOMER CUST
WHERE CUST.CUST_CITY ='Redwood City');
Users also used the opposite method. This approach was the comparison method but in
the opposite direction. That means, after users had gotten the result, they tried to write the query
to produce a result opposite to what question asked for. Their efforts showed their familiarity
with SQL statements. For instance, if the question requested writing the query with using the

" EXISTS" operator, users as well wrote the query with using "NOT IN." Users compared the
product from both queries with the targeted table to confirm the validity of their work.

User’s Strategy
Users who used this formatted SQL query followed the same strategy and plan. In some
cases, some of the users who were familiar with SQL queries and understood the concept of the
SQL languages used strategies that other users did not use, and also questions did not ask to
follow that specific format. Between all groups of users, standard, big bang, divide & conquer,
incremental build, Spaghetti test, search and search & substitute strategies used to write and run
the queries.

Big Bang strategy
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In this strategy, the first attempt is the entire query. Users write the queries that included
all columns and conditions in the starting point.

Incremental build strategy
In this strategy, users break down the question into small pieces. In the following
attempts, users add columns and conditions step by step to get the entire query.

Divide & conquer strategy
This strategy works as a troubleshooting technique. The user used this strategy with other
strategies like big bang or incremental build strategy. In divide & conquer strategy, user followed
the error messages to fix the errors and eventually get the correct result.

Spaghetti test
In this strategy, the user did not follow the specific plan. With following this strategy, the
user randomly changed the different part of queries to see what happened with the result and did
not expect the specific result.

Search strategy
This strategy utilized by the users in the log data set because the users had unlimited time
to look at outside resources to find the correct answer without having thought process. In think
aloud sessions, the participants had limited time to answer the questions, and they did not have
an opportunity to use the search strategy.
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Standard strategies
In the SQL learning process there are few types of SQL constructs that have a standard
structure. These structures already exist and users need to make changes in the column names to
get the result. The case statement is one the construct that users should use particular questions.
The case statement is SQL’s way of handling if/then logic. The case statement is followed by at
least one pair of when and then statements. It must end with the end statement. The else
statement is optional and provides a way to capture values not specified in the when/then
statements.
Another example is a "window function," which performs a calculation across a set of table
rows that are somehow related to the current row. " Window function" does not cause rows to
become grouped into a single output row-- the rows retain their separate identities. Behind the
scenes, the window function can access more than just the current row of the query result.
Another kind of query in which all users got the same result was the query that asked to retrieve
data from one table. When users did not need to join two tables, it means they did not need to
think about building a complex mental model including pieces of a different tables. So, they
normally got the result quickly.
Search &Substitute strategies
Data from the group of users who had the plan to make their mental models show that
some users followed an appropriate strategy using different SQL statements. This group of users
used strategies other than the templates that questions called for. One of the strategies was using
a " view" statement.

3

3

In SQL, a VIEW is a virtual table based on the result-set of an SQL statement. A VIEW contains rows and columns, just like a real table. the

fields from one or more real tables in the database. https://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_view.asp
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Some questions ask the creation of a " view". The users used the " view " statement for other
questions as well. When the question needs several joins with complex"select" clauses, users
used the" view" and only they referenced the" view" rather than the joined tables behind this
statement. Another specific strategy was using the CASE statement.
As mentioned earlier, users did not have any problem related to the question that asked
for using the CASE statement. Some of the users utilized of CASE statement as one of the
strategies for evaluating a list of conditions and returning one of multiple possible result
expressions.
F. Progress in the Mental Model
In this section, the progress of creating the mental model from different users’ attempts
based on the same question will be tested.
Analyzing the users’ attempts divided to the sections below:
•

Are they starting with small pieces of the query vs. comprehensive query?

•

With the same question, what is the starting point?

•

In there any indication of awareness of the best SQL construct or type of query to use?

After finding out the first section, the research tried to figure out the sequences of the query
attempts toward the end.
•

Did users use the Spaghetti test?

•

Did the users have incremental improvement to get the result?

•

Did the users use abrupt changes in the queries? If there were sudden changes in the
queries, was there any evidence in using the search strategy?
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Next questions at the final point of this analysis in the result of users’ attempts come to these
categories:
•

Have users finished incremental progress to find the correct solution? If they did, was
there any indication that the mental model was completed well?

•

Have users tried to complete incremental progress and did they get stuck? After a while,
did they jump to the solution? Has this way proved the searching strategy?

•

Did users make some progress, but failing to find the solution, did not develop a
complete mental model?

From the context described above, there were a variety of attempts for each question. In this
section, according to the average of the attempts among the users for each question, five
questions were picked for detailed analysis based on their average number of attempts, from the
questions that had the fewest average attempts to the greatest average number of attempts. There
were questions between the fewest and greatest average attempts that this research analyzed,
based on their characteristics.

Table 2-Average Query Attempt

The data from Table 2 shows the average number of attempts for five different questions.
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Table 3- Users and answered question

The data in Table 3 shows which user answered which question.
We analyzed these users’ sequence of attempts in detail. Users have a starting point,
where they start to answer the question. They then undertake a sequence of attempts while
constructing the queries. Once they stopped their work, they were evaluated based on their
progression. A user’s progression was assessed for any incremental improvement or pausing the
work and starting the new queries. This evaluation tries to answer these questions:
How did the users improve their query design? Did their queries have something in common?
How has their query design changed?

Analyzing Users’ Attempts
In this section, each question and the final result will be presented then each table showed
the users attempts and sequences of the queries.
Section 1. Question five
Question five has the least number of query’ attempts.
Question Text:" List the names and street addresses of all customers in Burlingame who have a
credit limit above $5000."
A Correct Result:
SELECT cust_name, cust_address FROM customer WHERE cust_city = 'Burlingame'
AND cust_creditlimit > 5000;
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Table 4-User_ID: 2634

This user got the correct result with one attempt and then ran the query one more time to
make sure there was not an error in the final query.
Table 5-User_ID: 4483

This user got the correct result with one attempt and ran the same query after just a few
second and again, got the same result.
Table 6-User_ID:5585

This user broke down the question into two small pieces. On the first attempt, the user ran
the query without bringing the condition in the WHERE clause. Then added the condition to the
first query and ran this new query as a result.
Table 7-User_ID:8185

This user wrote the first query with no error and kept it as a result.

Section 1. Discussion
Question five is the query with lowest average number of attempts. From the users’
activities, it is a question which all the information can be found in one table. User_ID 5585
started with breaking down the question into small pieces and added the condition after a few
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seconds, the users 2634 and 4483 ran their first query two times to recheck the result. User 8185
ran the query as comprehensive one, and it seems he/she was more confident in the result
because there was not a second attempt for this participant. In conclusion, this question does not
need to have a complicated thought process between the starting point and the ending point.
Section 2. Question 161
Question 161 is in a range between the fewest and greatest average query attempts. This
question is the formatted question, which indicates that the users should follow a template.
WINDOW function: A window function performs a calculation across a set of table rows that are
somehow related to the current row. This is comparable to the type of calculation that can be
done with an aggregate function. However, unlike regular aggregate functions, use of a window
function does not cause rows to become grouped into a single output row — the rows retain their
separate identities. Behind the scenes, the window function can access more than just the current
row of the query result. 4
Question Text: " List the product id, the order item quantity, and the order date for each product
sold on each order. In addition, list the cumulative quantity of that product sold for each
day." Use a window function as a template.
A Correct Result:
select oi.prod_id, oi.orditem_qty, o.ord_orderdate, SUM(oi.orditem_qty) over ( partition BY
oi.prod_id order by o.ord_orderdate rows BETWEEN unbounded preceding AND CURRENT row
) total_qty
FROM ord o, orderitem oi
WHERE o.ord_id = oi.ord_id
ORDER BY oi.prod_id, o.ord_orderdate;

4

https://community.modeanalytics.com/sql/tutorial/sql-window-functions/
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Table 8-User_ID:3023

This user started with a simple joining of the tables and checked the result without
following the template. No error resulted from joining the tables. Sequences of the attempts
showed that the user added all necessary pieces for the query, but the problem was a
misinterpreting of the question. The question asked for a cumulative quantity of each product
over order date, but this user looked for cumulative quantity for each order date over order
quantity. The interpretation was completely wrong and the participant, after several attempts
producing the same error, went back to the first query attempt without following the template.
This user used incremental build strategy; but because of a misinterpretation of the question, the
query attempts produced errors and the user, running in a circle, returned to the earlier query and
could not find the correct result.
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Table 9-User_ID:6033

User 6033 started with a simple joining of the tables and produced an error because of
adding " group by" function in the query without having an aggregation function, and did not
match columns in " select" clause and " group by" clause. Sequences of attempts demonstrated
adding the aggregation function "count", one which the question did not ask for. This made the
user face the error several times. Regardless of what the question asked for and which template
the user should consider, this user did not have a good understanding of SQL aggregation
function and grouping. On the final query attempt, the user deleted the aggregation function and
the "group by" function to get the result with no error. This query was not the correct answer for
question 161. This user had the plan by starting the simple query but at the following attempts,
the user followed the Spaghetti test strategy and could not find the result.

Section 2: Discussion
Since the formatted queries are already designed, the user needed to add and organize the
columns correctly. When the users lack understanding of the formatted query, they cannot
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correctly embed the columns to finish the query. User 3023 tried to follow the structure of the
formatted query but a misinterpretation of the question caused errors, and the user could not get
the correct result.
The starting point was the comprehensive query for both users. User 6033 followed the
Spaghetti test, and so there was not any progress in the mental model to get the final and
completed result. User 3023 had incremental improvement, and there were not any abrupt
changes in the query, but because of misunderstanding the question, the mental model did not
yield a satisfactory result. The user stopped with the first attempt as the final query, and as
mentioned earlier, there was not any indication that the user followed the template.
Section 3. question 58
Question 58 has the medium average attempts
Question Text: " For each product, list the name of the customer who has purchased the greatest
number of units of that product together with the description of the product and the total quality
sold to that customer."
A Correct Answer:
SELECT prod_descrip, cust_name, units FROM customer, product,
(SELECT cust_id, prod_id, SUM(orditem_qty) units FROM ord, orderitem WHERE ord.ord_id =
orderitem.ord_id GROUP BY cust_id, prod_id) cpu_1 WHERE customer.cust_id = cpu_1.cust_id
AND product.prod_id = cpu_1.prod_id AND units = (SELECT MAX(units)
FROM (SELECT cust_id, prod_id, SUM(orditem_qty) units
FROM ord, orderitem WHERE ord.ord_id = orderitem.ord_id
GROUP BY cust_id, prod_id ) cpu_2
WHERE cpu_2.prod_id = product.prod_id );
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Table 10-User_ID: 6033

This user started with small pieces of the query and got the error. The user got the error"
table or view does not exist" a few times, and tried to fix the error and move forward to the next
query. Analyzing the query step by step showed that this user has some idea of how to write the
query. It seems there was no connections between the user’s SQL knowledge pieces, or the user
lacked the knowledge needed to complete the query. This user did not know how to join the
tables and also did not know how to fix the errors with following the error messages. The user’s
thought process did not improve. This user had the plan by breaking down the question into
small pieces but there was not the specific strategy to get the result. Lack of SQL knowledge
caused to not get results.
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Table 11-User_ID:3887

The user started with a simple query, got the error "not a group by expression" and ran
the same query two more times, receiving the same error. One day later the user wrote a query
that was more complicated than the first attempt. The user seems to have followed the search
strategy because the user added a column in the following query that did not make sense. There
was no teaching material for putting two aggregation function as one column. The sequence of
queries showed that there was no plan for writing the query because the user simply deleted the
two combined aggregations function without deleting the GROUP BY clause. On the final step,
the user jumped to the completed query, but this query is not the correct answer. The user
attempts show a misunderstanding of the SQL query language. Even though the user jumped to
the conclusion and ran the final query (found using the searching strategy) with no error, the user
did not recognize that this answer was not the answer the question asked for. This user followed
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the search strategy to get the result but the result was not correct because of misunderstanding of
the SQL query language and misunderstanding the question.
Table 12-User_ID:4883

The user started with a comprehensive query, but this comprehensive query did not have
all the necessary parts. The query consisted of joining several tables. It seems this user read the
question with the confusion in the concept of the question. The question asked " for each
product, list the name of the customer who has purchased the greatest number of units of that
product together with the description of the product and the total quality sold to that customer,"
and the user took part of the question which asked for " the greatest number of units of that
product, " but did not find the relationship between the other part of the question that asked for
"name of the costumer, the description of the product and the total quality sold to that
customer." The user misunderstood the concept of the question even though the starting point
showed the proper level of the work. The user stopped the work after an unsuccessful third
attempt and got the maximum number of the product. This user followed the big bang strategy to
get the result, but misinterpretation of the question caused the user to get the result that was not
the correct one.
Table 13-User_ID: 8185
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This user started with a comprehensive query and add all necessary columns, but got an
error. There were no more attempts and the user stopped the query at this stage. The thought
process did not improve. The user followed the big bang strategy but produced the error. The
user quit the work without fixing the error.

Table 14-User_ID: 1185
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This user used a comprehensive query as the first attempt. The first query produced an
error "invalid identifier." The sequences of attempts to fix the error showed incremental changes
in the user’s mind. The user first executed existence subqueries as small pieces then added
specific columns in " select" clause to complete the query. This user followed different strategy
like big bang, divide & conquer to get the result. One noteworthy pattern was that several times
the user returned to a previous query. On the final attempt the user ran the query without error.
The final query had one problem. The result was not the correct answer to the question!
Again, these query’ attempts provided the evidence that if users do not understand the question,
the result will not be correct.
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Table 15-User_ID:2764
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This user had a better starting point than did the other users for this question. The user
executed a small piece of a query for the specific costumer. When the query produced an error,
the next query ran without the error. This means the user could fix the error with a good
understanding of the meaning of the error. In the following attempts, the user tried to limit the
query to a specific product instead of a specific customer. In the first attempt, there was the
costumer who purchased the specific product; in the next query, the customer column was
deleted to see what was the maximum quantity purchased of the specific product. The rest of the
queries changed incrementally by adding columns in the " select" clause and the " group
by" clause.
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This user followed the incremental build strategy to get the result but the problem with
this user was that at the start there was a small misinterpretation of the question. Instead of
summing the orders for each product, the user determined maximum orders. This slight
missunderstanding brings the misinterpretation for the rest of the queries. Even though each
query represented an improvement, the result was not the result the question asked for. The
question asked for each product to bring the name of customers who purchased the greatest
number of units of that product, but the user found the maximum quantity for each product for
the costumer.

Section.3: Discussion
This group of users used the veriety of starting points. One starting point was breaking
down the question into small pieces, and so users broke down the question into small pieces.
Another starting point was starting with a comprehensive query. Two types of comprehensive
queries were recognized. The first one was the comprehensive query with an overall view of the
question, and another one was writing the comprehensive query targeting the specific data. That
means the user has planned from the beginning in the work to check the sequences queries with
incremental improvement and ultimately designed the query with including all columns.
User 6033 following the Spaghetti test and the user changed the queries without any
logical reasons. User 2764 had a good starting point. Incremental enhancement in the thought
process happened, and finally, the mental model developed. The problem was a
misinterpretation of the question which users had progressive queries’ attempts but got the
wrong answer. In these groups of users, there was the case (User 3887) that jumped to the
conclusion compared with the first two attempts, and so there was a possibility of search strategy
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from other sources. In this case, there was uncertainly to identify improvement in the mental
model!
Section 4. question 108
Question Text:" List the date, departure time, and site name for each tour with more than three
participants."
A Correct Result:
SELECT site_name, tour_date, tour_departuretime FROM tour t, site s,
reservation r, partres p WHERE t.site_id = s.site_id AND t.tour_id = r.tour_id
AND r.res_id = p.res_id GROUP BY site_name, t.tour_id, tour_date,
tour_departuretime HAVING count(*) > 3;
Table 16-User_ID: 467

This user started with breaking down the question into small pieces. In a few first
attempts, the user ran the piece of the query that included the condition and at the next attempts,
he/she added the required columns in the " select" clause. This user followed the incremental
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build strategy to get the result. The total time that the user spent on this question was around 5
minutes. The mental model was already developed, and the user 467 applied it efficiently.

Table 17-User_ID:546
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This user followed different strategies like big bang, running the circle, and search
strategy. User 546 started to write the comprehensive query, but " select" clause did not have all
the columns the question asked for. In the next attempts, the user added all required columns in
the "select" clause excepted one and got the result. In the third attempt, the user added the last
column and produced an error; when he/she could not fix the error, the user tried to run different
queries and ran the previous queries with making changes in the "select" clause. When this user
could not determine the reason for the errors and could not add all the columns, he/she stopped
the work. A day later, the user ran the final query as the correct one, thought it did not produce
the actual correct result. The total time for this question was a few days.
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Table 18-User_ID: 1055

54

55

56

57

This user started with the simple query that did not have any restriction as the condition.
This was a good starting point for this user, and in a few following queries’ attempts, the user
tried to count the number of participants. In the following queries, this user worked with
different errors but could not fix them. From May 30th to June 3rd, this user had a problem with
fixing the errors, but suddenly on June 18th, the user jumped to the solution. This user used the
incremental build strategy and when the user could not get result changed the strategy to search
one. From starting point to the end point which took 18 days, the user jumped to the conclusion
and no thought process and developing mental model happened for this participant.
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Table 19-User_ID: 2788

This user used big bang strategy following with divide & conquer. User 2788 started with
the comprehensive query. In the two first attempts, he/she made a mistake in counting the criteria
which asked in the " where" clause as a condition. The question asked for name of site that has
more than three participants but the user ran the query with the site name that has more than
three reservations. Even this user made a mistake in the condition; the queries ran without the
error. In the third attempt, the user found out what the question asked for in the condition section,
and so he/she corrected the Count function and made the changes in the corresponding section.
On May 26th and next days, this user ran the same query and got the correct and same result.
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Table 20-User_ID: 5997
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This user used big bang and incremental build strategy. User 5997 started with a
comprehensive query which had all the columns and conditions. At the first two comprehensive
queries, the user produced an error that he/she could not fix. In the third query, the user started to
write the simple query which was completely different from the first queries. In fact, in the third
attempt, the user changed the strategy from comprehensive query to break down the query into
small pieces. When the first small piece ran without error, the user started to add other columns
to the query. There was an incremental improvement in thought process in each query. This user
put the previous query as the subquery in the final query and query ran without error. The result
was a correct and mental model developed well.
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Table 21-User_ID:6134

This user used divide & conquer and search strategy. User 6134 started with a simple
query with joining a few tables. In the first attempts, the user produced an error and tried to fix
the error by deleting the columns. From the first attempt in May 31st to June 1st, this user had a
problem running the queries and getting the results. On June 10th, the user ran a query that was
completely different with the previous queries. The new query on June 10th had all the columns
and conditions, but this query needed to be more restricted. The last query on June 10th proved
the search strategy because this query was a copy of the solution for this question that user found
from outside resources.
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Table 22-Usr_ID: 7924

This user used big bang and divide & conquer strategy. User 7924 started with the
comprehensive query as the first attempt. From the first query to the fifth query, this user
produced the different errors which were fixed in the next queries. After fixed the error in a few
queries attempts, the user got the result which was correct. From the first point to the end point
of writing the queries, this user proved the thought process in his/her work. Even the time stamp
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showed the efforts and results after hours; the two last queries were the re-execute the sixth
query and no changes happened from the user in the final query.
Table 23-User_ID: 1999

64

65

66

67

68

User 1999 started with a simple query as a first attempt without adding the join condition
and produced an error. Following queries showed the sequences of queries with having different
errors. All the queries were the result of changes from previous queries, without any specific
plan for making those changes. Tracking the time stamps and the queries represented the changes
without a specific strategy.
User 1999 changed the queries to run the simple queries including the " left join" without
adding the join condition. This user encountered the error repeatedly and could not fix the error.
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The reason for the errors in the queries was the conflict between the aggregation (COUNT (*))
function and group by clause, which this user could not fix. From May 28th to May 30th, there
was not the plan for all the queries. On May 30th, 4:15 PM, the user suddenly got the result,
indicating the search strategy. In some of the following queries, the user tried to run the previous
queries, but still this user could not come up with the solution. The final query was the query
obtained from the search strategy.

Section 4. Discussion
Question 108 asked for the query which carry one condition in the final query. Four users
got the correct result and tracking their attempts showed their thought process and incremental
improvement in their queries. These group of four users followed the big bang, divide & conquer
and incremental build strategy and they got the correct result. Three of these users started the
query with the comprehensive query and one with the breaking down the question into small
pieces. Even these group of three users followed the incremental build and big bang strategy but
because in the rest of query attempts, they used search strategy, they could not get the correct
result.
Section 5. question 152
Question 152 was the most complicated question in the assignment that need to combine
different construct in the final query.
Question Text:" List the names of sites visited by more than two large tours. A large tour is
defined as a tour with more than 10 participants. Include in the output the number of large
tours."
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A Correct Result:
SELECT s.site_name, count(*) largeTours FROM site s, (SELECT t.tour_id, t.site_id,
count(*) participants FROM tour t, reservation r,
partres p WHERE t.tour_id = r.tour_id AND r.res_id = p.res_id GROUP BY t.tour_id,
t.site_id HAVING count(*) > 10 ) lt WHERE s.site_id = lt.site_id
GROUP BY s.site_name HAVING count(*) > 2;
Table 24-User_ID:431
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This user utilized incremental build strategy and running in the circle. User 431 started
with small pieces of the query in a few first attempts. The sixth query had a good incremental
improvement with presenting three " inner join" compared with the previous attempts but the
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query produced the error" invalid identifier". This user could fix the error in the next query and
added the first condition that asked for having more than ten participants. The result table did not
carry any data. Therefore, the user ran the same queries a few more time and ultimately stopped
the work at that stage without finding a solution.
Table 25-User_ID:546
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User 546 used big bang and incremental build strategy. The user had the good starting
point. The user started with complicated, comprehensive query including the first condition
(having ten participants) and ran the query with no error. The second attempt had a good
improvement with changing the first attempt into the subquery and adding one new column in
the " select" clause. The query attempts represented the good progress to get the result, but the
user stopped the work after around half an hour. Based on the queries attempts and with having
the good starting point, incremental improvement happened, but the mental model was not
developed well. The total time was one hour and half and it seems this user could not add the
second condition that asked for two large tour.
Table 26-User_ID:1055

74

75

76

77

78

This user used combination of strategies like incremental build, search & substitute and
Spaghetti test. The user broke down the question into small pieces and tried to write the simple
query with using a different table. In the next queries, the user tried to create the new table with
applying the alternative solution like using different aggregation functions and simple queries
with different formats.
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Creating the new table is an efficient way to design the table with including the necessary
information. The new table will be used in the query attempts instead using several tables.
There was the problem from the user with unknowing how he/she should use the new table in the
sequences queries. When the user produced an error in following queries with using the created
table, the user started to try the Spaghetti test with changing the name of created table. Changing
the name of the table did not correct the errors, and the queries frequently produced the error.
Therefore, after several sequences of attempts and hours, the user stopped the work and left the
question at that stage, with the error.
Table 27-User_ID:1235
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82

83

84
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This user used big bang, divide & conquer. The user’s query attempts were completely
different from those of other users. At the starting point, this user started with comprehensive
query with adding the first condition (list the name of site with having ten participants). After
running the query and getting the result, the user added the second condition. The attempt
sequence produced an error, but in the following query, the error was fixed. In the sequence
queries, the result showed the decimal numbers for the number of participants, which did not
make sense. The user 1235 used the CAST/ FLOOR 5 in the sequences query to make the
correction in the result. While the user wrote and ran different queries, improvement in the
thought process happened, and the mental model developed.
5

The Oracle/PLSQL FLOOR function returns the largest integer value that is equal to or less than a number.
https://www.techonthenet.com/oracle/functions/floor.php
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Table 28-User_ID:1983
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This user used incremental build and search strategy. The user started with breaking
down the question into pieces. In the first attempt, this user tried to add one condition and
produced an error “invalid identifier" that through the following attempts could not fix it. There
was a question in the final query. The final query ran four minutes after the previous query, and
the final query was completely different with the previous queries that carried the error.
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There was a confusion question in the final query. Obviously, the mental model will be
developed after incremental improvement through sequences queries attempts. Now the question
is: are the mental models developed suddenly, or was there any search or help from other
sources?
Table 29-User_ID:1999

89

This user utilized incremental build strategy and search & substitue. The starting point
was the same as other users. The user started with adding one condition with creating the new
table and in the next query he/she used the new table for retrieving data based on the first
condition. In the rest of the query attempts, there was no error in the sequences queries that need
to be fixed, but the user stopped the work and did not add the last condition, and so the mental
model has not been developed.
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Table 30-User_ID:2319

This user started with big bang and incremental build strategy. The starting point was
breaking down the query to small pieces. Both conditions added into the following query
attempts. The point behind this query attempts was a full understanding of the question from the
user. It seems this user could predict the outcome of the queries. There was not any uncertainly
in the attempts, and final query just ran one time. The mental model developed perfectly.
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Table 31-User_ID:6134
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93

This user utilized incremental build and search strategy. The user started with breaking
the question down into small pieces. In the first attempt, the user added the first condition and
ran the query which was correct. Based on the time stamp activities, there was the difference
between the last query in June 3rd and the first query on June 10th. All the queries in June 3rd
were the queries with considering the first condition, but the first query on June 10th was the
completed query with carrying both condition. In this case, probably the user followed the search
strategy and found the completed query from another resource. As a result, there was not any
progress in developing the mental model.

Table 32-User_ID:6265
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This user used big bang and incremental build strategy. The user started with creating the
new table that carried all the necessary columns. Next, the user added both conditions into the
new query with using a created table and the query ran without any errors. The following query
attempts worked as a confirming signal for the result. After getting the result, the user wrote
piece by piece queries and compared the result with the final query.
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Table 33-User_ID:7924

96

97

98

99

This user used incremental build and divide & conquer strategy. The starting point was
running the query that carried the first condition. The first attempt produced an error. The
following query attempts produced different errors that the user tried to fix. This user could fix
the error in the eighth attempt by fixing the syntax with minor change in use of

" count" function. In the following queries, the user had the incremental improvement by using
subqueries in the " from" clause. The problem for this user was not a failure to understand the
SQL constructs, but a failure to apply them correctly. User 7924 started to run the new query and
used the " case" structure. The next queries using the " case" structure did not work. There was
light improvement in the thought process from the starting point, fixing the error to the

" case" structure but eventually, there was not the correct result which indicated the incremental
improvement. The mental model has not been developed.
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Table 34-User_ID:8732
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The user utilized incremental build and divide & conquer strategy. The starting was
breaking down the question into small pieces. In the first attempt, the user wrote the simple
query with considering the first condition and got the result with no error. Next, the user tried to
run the query with adding a few " inner join" of the tables but without including any condition.
The sequences queries indicated that the purpose of the subsequent attempts was for the second
condition. The new queries produced an error, and the user could fix the error in the following
queries and eventually added the second condition. The last query did not demonstrate any
attempt for combining the corrected queries that each one carried one condition. Even though
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this user tried to run the new query defining the columns using a " with" section as a starting
point, the user could not come up with single query having both conditions.

Section 5. Discussion
The users’ first attempts were the same. The first attempt was breaking down the question
into small pieces. The sequences of the queries indicated different progress. A few users stopped
the work after retrieving the data with having the first condition (defining the tour that has more
than ten participants). There was an incremental improvement in their thought process but after
they stopped the work, the thought process terminated, and their mental model was not fully
developed.
Two of the users jumped the solution, and their work was an indication of the searching
strategy. Following the successful searching strategy in any stage will stop the cognitive process.
Three of the users got the result with having both conditions in the final query. The gap between
the first attempt and the final attempt for the user 6265 was 52 minutes. This user created the
new table and used this new table in the subsequent queries. The differences between time stamp
in the starting point and the end point for user 2319 was 7 hours. There was not any error in the
query attempts from this user. This user joined different tables and added the condition in the
proper sections. User 1235 got the correct result after more than 24 hours and as mentioned in
section 4. Question161, this user used FLOOR/CAST in the queries.
The mental model for the users listed above developed well but the time for their thought
process was different. User 6264 ran the simple query with a more coherent view of the question.
While other users, did not write the complicated query rather than other users. The queries that
users 2319 and 1235 wrote were more complicated than those of user 6265.
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These query attempts indicated that these three users knew SQL structure very well, but they
organized their thoughts differently. The better the organization of the knowledge, the faster the
creation of the mental model.
G. Compare Approaches

There are similarities and differences between think aloud and log data methods, but
because users in log data are anonymous, we do not have a way of determining whether log data
is from the same user in as a think aloud participant or not, so we do not have a side by side
comparison between these two methods.
Users in these two methods used some similar strategies while they wrote the queries, but
because of some particular characteristics in each method, there were differences between the
approaches that users followed.
Users in think aloud sessions have limited time to write the queries compared with log data
users. Users in the think aloud sessions did not have an opportunity to use the search strategy to
find the answers; in log data, users had unlimited time to use different strategies to find the
answers from outside resources. Some strategies therefore, did not manifest themselves in think
aloud sessions. Another difference between these two methods was using comparison strategies
between different groups of users. In think aloud method because of verbalizing the thoughts, the
users mentioned clearly that they want to use the opposite template to check whether the result
that they got is correct or not. However, in log data, it is hard to see whether users used this
strategy or not.
In think aloud, you can see whether users understand the error messages or not, but in log
data method, there is no direct evidence to show users understood the error messages or not. Also
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in think aloud, you can see whether users know the usage of the tools or not; in log data, you do
not know whether users knew the usage of the tools or not. Because of these differences, each
methodology adds value, enabling us to see a more complete picture of user strategies and
activity.

V.

Discussion
In this section, statistical result and the nature of the errors discussed.
H. Statistic Section
Table 35 represent the name of the errors, return_codes, and the frequency of the errors

from all group of users. The invalid identifier and column ambiguously defined errors were the
errors that users made most frequently. The "invalid identifier" most common happens when
users are referencing an invalid alias in a " select" statement. Invalid identifier error is typically
the result of mistyping. "Column ambiguously defined" is thrown, you have a column which has
been ambiguously defined. If a column name in a join is referenced ambiguously, it exists in
multiple tables. In a join, any column name that occurs in more than one of the tables must be
prefixed by its table name when referenced so column ambiguously defined is a result of
forgetting to add the name of tables or mistyping of name of tables for that column. 6

6

http://www.dba-oracle.com/t_ora_00918_column_ambiguously_defined.htm
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Table 35-frequency of errors

Error Distribution
Invalid Identifier

not a single-group group function

0%4%
1%
0%
0%
2%
1%
3%
9%

14%
1%
4%
1%

too many values

60%

single-row subquery returns more
than one row
column ambiguously defined

not a GROUP BY expression
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Table 36 showed the list of errors and frequency of getting those errors from the Tour

group. Number of tables in the Tour group was more than number of tables in Customer group.
This table shows "invalid identifier" and "column ambiguously" defined are the most errors in
Tour group. As mentioned earlier, these two errors are result of mistyping in tables names,
column names or adding the table name for the column that belong to more than one table.

Table 36-Tour groups’ frequency of errors:
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Error Distribution_TOUR
Invalid Identifier

0%5%
1%
0%
0%
2%
1%
4%

not a single-group group function

16%
4%
1%
5%
0%

too many values

60%

single-row subquery returns more
than one row
not a GROUP BY expression

Table 37 showed the list of errors and frequency of getting those errors from the Customer

group. This table shows "invalid identifier," "not a group by expression" and "column
ambiguously" defined are the errors that users got more in Customer group.
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Table 37-Customer Group’s frequency of errors

Error Distribution_CUSTOMER
Invalid Identifier

12%

3%
0%
0%
11%
%
2%

15%
0%
4%
1%

not a single-group group function

60%

too many values

single-row subquery returns more
than one row

In data log set, we chose 40 users randomly for the statistical analysis section. The Tour
group had 18, and the Customer group had 22 users. Even though the Customer group had a
greater number of users, they had fewer query attempts and fewer errors in the specific area. In
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Table 37, a total number of errors and three specific errors which are Invalid Identifier, column

ambigously defined, and table or view does not exist were analyzed. The Customer group had
fewer errors than the Tour group in these three specific types of errors. These errors were raised
because of the number of tables and the population of the data in the corresponding tables. The
differences between these two catagories were the number of tables, and the data belong to the
relevant tables. The Tour group interacted with a larger number of tables, which contained more
data than the Customer Group.
Table 38-Error Statistic

Table 38 showed that 63 percent of the errors for the Tour table and 62 percent for the

Customer table were an invalid identifier. In the Tour category, 17 percent of the errors involved
to column ambigously defined which was 5 percent more than this error in the Customer group.
The error " table does not exist" was 4 percent of total error in the Tour group which was two
times more than this error in the Customer category.
Table 39 is the result of the sum of the errors (Invalid Identifier, column ambiguously

defined, and table or view does not exist) divided by the total number of the errors. Eighty four
percent of the errors in the Tour group were one of the three specific errors listed above, and in
the Customer group 77% of the errors were one of those specific errors. As mentioned earlier,
the users in the Tour group interacted with more populated data than Customer group.
Table 39-Statistic Error
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Table 40 indicated the reasons for getting these errors from users’ queries attempts.
Here is the brief explanation of the meaning of the three specific errors that users had gotten at
the most in these groups. The "Invalid identifier" error is caused by mis-spelled words.
The"column ambiguously defined" error accours when the user made mistake by using a column
name in a join exists in more than one table and is thus referenced ambiguously. The error"table
or view does not exist" means the user made a mistake in typing the table name, or they wrote
the name of the tables that did not exist.
Table 40-Return_Code

I. Nature of the Errors

Users errors fall into five categories: minor syntax error, major syntax error,
misunderstanding the question, misunderstanding error messages and incorrect use of tool.

minor syntax error
Minor syntax errors are errors careless mistakes. There were different reasons for getting
these errors. Missing the comma between table names or column names, forgetting a quotation
mark, and misspelling the table or column name were common reasons for this type of errors.
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major syntax error
With major syntax errors, users had problems writing the syntax in the critical sections.
For example, users added the " aggregation " function in the " select " clause without adding the
" group by " clause in the last part of the query, or users did not know how should design the
query while the questions asked using the specific template. As an example, question ask the
query by using" set differences, “ or use the “exists " key word in the query. In major syntax
error users did not know how to join tables or did not know exactly which key words to use
while joining the tables.

misunderstanding the question
With misunderstanding the question, user does not interpret the question correctly.
Misunderstanding will produce errors. Even though an excellent mental model will not produce
the correct result.

misunderstanding error messages
Understanding the meaning of the errors is important because when user does not know
what the error message means, they do not know which part of query should change and they
will change another part that did not produce error.

incorrect use of the tool
The errors came into existence because of not knowing the proper usage of the SQL tools.
For example, in the Oracle database, there are some simple functions that can help users to track
the errors or retrieve the data in an easy way. By toggling on line numbers, users can find the line
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that contained the error. Another easy tool is freezing the tables and making them available while
writing the syntaxes.

VI.

Recommendations
One of the goals of this research was to develop recommendations for importing the
instruction of SQL. This analysis offers recommendations for users and instructors.

User Section
Two recommendations emerge from this analysis for users.

General Recommendation
Understanding both the SQL concepts and the precise meaning of the questions are the
key factors in writing the queries. Users do not need to write the entire query immediately. They
should first understand the meaning of the questions: What exactly the question asks for, what
should be the output.
Users need to read the entire question. They should recognize the main points of
questions. Users should identify the number of tables and conditions in "where" clause. If a
question has more than two conditions, break down the question into the smaller pieces. A user
can write each piece and make sure this simple query runs without error. After running smaller
the queries, the user can join the pieces together in the proper way. Understanding the relational
schema is a requirement for tracking the connections and joining tables. They should be aware of
symbols in questions for example, putting comma or other symbols can change the question
entirely.
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Specific Recommendation
Users will encounter a number of different kind of errors. Table 41 shows a brief
overview of various errors messages in Oracle and the common reasons for getting those errors.
In the Table 41, the term "Code" refers to the return code from the Oracle database management
system. The term " Error," refers to specific error name for the return code, and the last column
explains typical reason for getting the errors from the sample of users in this research.
Table 41-Error_Reason

Listed below are the recommendations for some specific errors that users can use in their
future activities:
1-" group by" clause: This clause was a cause of many errors by users. The key factor to know is
that "group by" mostly will be used in queries that have an "aggregation" function in the
"select" clause. Using a " group by" clause without an "aggregation" functions will cause the error.

Another common reason to get the error is a conflict between the columns in the "select" clause
and the "group by" clause. If users understand the question and recognize the columns in the
"select" clause, they can figure out which columns are needed in " group by" section. In other
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words, aggregate functions return a single result row based on groups of rows that user should
use group by clause in a select statement
2-Users were confused by applying the "set differences" template with using "not in " and
" minus". It seems users did not know what the meaning of each template is.

The "MINUS" operator will execute two queries and remove rows from the first result that are
found in the second result.
Question text:
" List the employee id all employees who are salesmen but who have no customers in Redwood

City." (Use some sort of set difference.)
select emp_id from employee
where emp_job = 'salesman'
MINUS
select emp_id
from customer
where cust_city = 'redwood city';
The NOT IN operator, will scan Table 1 and from the specific rows in Table 1 Oracle look for
that specific row in Table 2 and will remove the outcome in Table 2 based on the query restriction
and then Table 1 will be returned as a result.
select emp_id from employee
where emp_job = 'salesman'
and emp_id NOT IN (
select emp_id
from customer
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where cust_city=’redwood city’);
3- "Too many values": to avoid the "too many values" error, users should be careful with
subqueries and carried columns in the subquery part. In the subquery section, they should choose
one column which matched with the column in the outer query and doesn't choose more than one
column.
Example:
Question text: "List the names of customers who have not purchased an Ace Tennis Net". (Use
NOT EXISTS).
select cust_name from customer c
where c.cust_id in
(select o.cust_id from ord o where o.ord_id in
(select o1.ord_id, o1.prod_id from orderitem o1 where not exists
(select p.prod_id from product p where p.prod_descrip='ace tennis net')));

In the example above the number of columns the subquery (2) different from the number of the
columns in the " where" clause in the outer query (1).
4- "Invalid identifier": The error can occur by misspelling the column name or table names,
forgetting a parenthesis, using an invalid column name or making a mistake in the join condition.
One common way to get this error is to join tables that do not share a join column.
As an example, the question asked for:
List the names of all employees who are the customer representative for a customer who has
purchase at least one unit of product 100860. Use a series of nested IN + subquery clauses.
select e.emp_name as employee_name
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from customer c inner join employee e on e.emp_id = c.empid
where c.cust_id in
(select cust_id from ord o inner join orderitem ot
on o.ord_id

= ot.ord_id and ot.orditem_qty > 0

and ot.prod_id ='100860' );
In the customer table, there was not the column with the name EMPID. So, this is one example
of misspelling the column name and so getting invalid identifier error.
5- Sometimes users were confused by getting results which did not show any retrieved data. In
this case, they did not believe in their work, and they tried to change the query to see how the
result changed. Always rechecking the work was recommend from different reseachers, but after
rechecking the designed query and determining the query is correct, users should double check
the "where" condition as the final option for making sure the query is correct. For example, users
made this mistake several times while they were writing the specific condition. The condition
used did not match any data in the table.
For example:
Question text: "List the order id and order date of all customers living in Minnesota. "
Here is the query based on the question:
select ord_id, ord_orderdate
from ord
where cust_id in (select cust_id from customer where customer.cust_state =
'Minnesota');
The result for this query was an empty table. The customer table contained no state called
'Minnesota’ and the data stored the state’ name as MN.
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select ord_id, ord_orderdate
from ord
where cust_id in (select cust_id from customer where customer.cust_state = 'MN');
6- Users have to avoid using long words as the alias for the tables or aggregation function. If
they used a long word, it is better to copy and paste this word in another part needed. Longwords
caused to the error because of misspelling the word.
7-When learners or users created the view, they do not need to run the query again because they
will see the message which they might think it an error message. The data in the statistic section,
table 27 represented this error from users. Few users thought it was the error and then they tried
to make changes in the query. This message is not the actual error, it is a reminder that this name
already while first time ran and created the view.
8- for " inner join" instead of using " on" and then using common columns between tables, users
can use word " using" and then common column. With using "using," you do not need to list the
tables and columns again and again. With this way of work, they can save their time and less
confused when they are joining several tables.
For example:
Question text: " List the departure date and site name of tours that either have more than seven
participants.
select tour.tour_departuretime ,site_name from tour inner join site using (site_id )
inner join (select tour_id , count (*) as numpart from reservation res
inner join partres pr using (res_id) inner join participant part using (part_id)
group by tour_id) partcnt
on tour.tour_id = partcnt.tour_id where numpart > 7 ;
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9-For the questions which ask UNION, break down the question to small pieces then UNION
them together. Of all questions in the Tour group, this one got the most errors.
For example:
Question text: " List the departure date and site name of tours that either have more than seven
participants or have a total of more than $230 in reservation participant cost."(use a UNION
construct.)
This query is first piece of question that asked the name of site with having more than seven
participants.
select tour.tour_departuretime ,site_name from tour inner join site on tour.site_id =
site.site_id inner join (select tour_id ,count(*) as numpart from reservation res inner
join partres pr on res.res_id = pr.res_id inner join participant part on pr.part_id =
part.part_id group by tour_id ) partcnt
on tour.tour_id = partcnt.tour_id where numpart > 7 ;
This query is second piece of question that asked the name of site with having more than $230 in
reservation participant cost.
select tour_departuretime ,site_name from tour inner join site on tour.site_id = site.site_id
inner join (select tour_id ,sum(res_partcost) as total from reservation group by tour_id) totals
on tour.tour_id = totals.tour_id where total > 230 ;
This query is result of first and second query that connected in the correct way.
select tour.tour_departuretime,site_name from tour inner join site on tour.site_id = site.site_id
inner join (select tour_id,count(*) as numpart
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from reservation res inner join partres pr on res.res_id = pr.res_id inner join participant part on
pr.part_id = part.part_id group by tour_id ) partcnt on tour.tour_id = partcnt.tour_id where
numpart > 7
union
select tour_departuretime, site_name from tour inner join site on tour.site_id = site.site_id
inner join ( select tour_id,sum(res_partcost) as total from reservation
group by tour_id) totals on tour.tour_id = totals.tour_id where total > 230 ;
10- users made a mistake using the NULL word in the queries. When the question asks for
bringing the result for the null value, a NULL value cannot use the format below:
WHERE (column name= NULL;
The correct way to use NULL value is:
WHERE (column name) is NULL;

Teacher Recommendation
The goal of teaching is to facilitate the development of skills, knowledge, and cognitive
abilities reflected in user learning outcomes. Users and teachers have limited time, so the
question becomes how these outcomes can be achieved more efficiently and thoroughly.
Understanding the subjects or materials are dependent on the connections between the new
knowledge and previous relevant knowledge.
Relational understanding is the word that researchers used for good teaching. Researchers
believed making relational understanding for the users are the most efficient way in the learning
process. Relational understanding is knowing and applying the knowledge pieces while be able
to know why and how knowledge pieces can work and connect one piece with another. In
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different situations (Skemp 1978). When users understand the knowledge with their connections,
they can remember each piece of knowledge easier than when they acquire that knowledge
without understanding the connections.
SQL structures and the learning process were the main subjects of this research. Even
though each part of the SQL query language looks different from the other structures, they are
linked together, and their general knowledge requirement is related. As an example, users learn
how to write a query by using WINDOW FUNCTION, CREATE new TABLE, CASE structure,
etc. If users are told to use the specific function, they can write a query with using search and
substitute strategy, but if they are not told what specific function to use, they get confused. In
other words, they have the SQL knowledge, but the organization of their knowledge is missing
or broken. There is no connection between the different piece of their knowledge. Missing or
broken connection is one of the differences between users as novices and the teachers as the
experts. There are various ways to help users to make the connections between the SQL subjects
and apply their SQL knowledge.
1: Teachers can provide the sample questions and ask users to answer the questions with
verbalizing their thought and explaining the reasons for the answers to their classmates. Users
should express their reasons and why they think their answers are correct. This recommendation
works as think aloud technique. While users think aloud and express their thought loudly, they
will understand the concepts efficiently because they should find the proper connections between
their thoughts and verbalize them in reasonable way.
2: Another useful way of teaching SQL is giving quizzes where users have to give an explanation
for their solution. Writing the solutions make the users make connections between the sentences.
Writing the answers will help users to understand the material more easily. Sentences are shaped
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and formatted from the words that come from the knowledge that the users have developed.
Words should be put next to each other correctly to build the correct sentences. Encouraging
users to write the answers, or write their thought process in the sentences, is the same as a think
aloud strategy where users verbalized their thought. Writing the answers in the sentences is the
same as the think aloud strategy but in a silent way. When people try to talk or write the
sentences, they attempt to make the proper connections between their thought so they can tell or
write meaningful words.
3: Another technique for improving teaching of the SQL is discussing the error messages and the
meaning of error messages. Error messages caused the users to be confused because they did not
understand the error messages or how to fix those errors. Explaining the meaning of the error
messages, the reasons for getting the errors, and the way of fixing the errors will help users to
have a better understanding of the SQL constructs and avoid getting the errors in the following
queries or fix them without confusion.
4: In this research, users used Oracle as an SQL engine. Using this tool is one part of writing the
queries, and another side is being familiar with the feature of the tool. While users know how
they can use different features of the tool, they can use those features to save time by following
the error messages and the ways for fixing them. Teachers can mention those features while they
are teaching SQL, or while they are solving sample of questions. For example, explain how users
can toggle on line numbers or freezing tables will help users to follow error messages and join
tables easily.
5: Teachers along with teaching materials should try to make relational understanding between
students’ knowledge. When students understand the knowledge pieces and know when and how
they should use those knowledge pieces, they can apply efficient strategies like incremental build
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and divide & conquer. Applying incremental build strategy requires the student to break down
the query into small pieces. With having a relational understanding of SQL structure, students
can use this strategy easily to get the result.
6: Teaching the meaning of the errors and how to fix the errors is the useful way for students to
apply divide & conquer strategy. This strategy works as a troubleshooting technique that will
look at the errors and fix them in efficient ways.

VII.

Limitation & Future Work
In this research data was collected from the users who were picked randomly from the
dataset with two different problem sets. Different strategies were identified by analyzing users’
query attempts. There should be other strategies by analyzing different and additional problem
sets. The number of users selected to be included in the analysis was 50, and detailed analysis
was done for 40 users. Therefore, the sample size for statistical analysis was small and it was
difficult to bring the result from this research as a general result of other similar researches.
Future works could look at the other users in that random sample.
This research has tried to find the strategies and patterns that users followed while they were
running the queries. Using the correct strategies will help users to develop their thought process
and get the correct result. Two different problem sets were used to identify strategies from user
query’ attempts. Users utilized one or a combination of strategies in their thought process. Has
this research identified the complete set of strategies? With additional and different problem sets,
more precise or different strategies and patterns might be observed.
Think aloud and data log methodology was used for analyzing the data from users’ attempts.
In general, think aloud or verbalizing thoughts help users bring their knowledge from
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unconscious to the awareness stage, but the limitation of the data is that it does not prove that
think aloud will help users learn more. After this research, we wonder whether the verbalizing
process of writing queries has any impact on learning.
This research listed recommendations for teachers and students. The next logical step will be
a test of the impact of those recommendations in users’ SQL learning processes and how
efficiently the teachers teach the SQL materials. For example, does understanding the meaning
of errors help users to avoid using the Spaghetti test strategy? Does learning the SQL tool’s
features help users to write the queries easily? Future studies could answer these questions.

VIII.

Conclusion
This research identified different strategies from users’ query attempts. These strategies
are: standard, big bang, divide & conquer, incremental build, Spaghetti test, search, and search &
substitute. Some strategies caused improvement in the mental model and led to the correct result
and some of them did not. In most cases users applied a combination of strategies. Incremental
build and big bang strategies can be used with the divide & conquer strategy. When users used a
combination of these three strategies, they could find the correct result and their mental model
improved. When any of these three strategies was used along with the Spaghetti test, users did
not find the correct result and quit. In some cases, combining these three strategies with the
search & substitute and the search strategies did lead to a correct result.
The users should avoid using the strategies with the search, search & substitute, and the
Spaghetti test strategy. These strategies do not lead to mental model development and cause
work to stop in some places. Using the combination of the divide & conquer and incremental
build strategies is recommended. By using these two strategies step by step, user can improve
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their queries and get the desired result. The big bang strategy will design the comprehensive
query at the start, but is likely to generate more errors than other queries using another strategy.
The big bang strategy may be a good way to write the query, but it should be used with another
strategy like divide & conquer and incremental build.
In Table 42, the Strategy column shows the different strategies that users used for
improvement in the mental models. The Mental Indicator column represents the level of
improvement in the mental model by applying the strategies, and the Solution column shows the
result after applying strategies and improvement the mental model.
Table 42-progression_thought process

Figure 2 shows the progression between different strategies and mental models.
Figure 2- strategy & mental model
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In this research, think aloud was one of the methods for analyzing the users’ attempts.
Think aloud was the methodology for analyzing the user's attempts while they verbalized their
thought process. Three different categories based on the users’ attempts while they were writing
the queries and formulating their mental models was identified: strategy implementation in the
mental model, lack of strategy implementation in the mental model, and Spaghetti test. The
strategy implementation in the mental model category in think aloud was the group of users that
had the complete mental models. This group of users did not start their work without entirely
understanding the questions. In the lack of strategy implementation in the mental model
category, users could not find the correct answer even though their first or following attempts
were on the proper level of work. They got stuck in middle or some part at the end of their work.
This group of users did not continue their work, and their mental model did not develop. In the
Spaghetti test, users wrote the queries without a specific plan. They changed the queries when
they got the errors without following the error messages or any logical perspective.
Analysis of log data provided an indirect method to understand apparent users thought
process. For this method, 40 users were picked for analysis. Eighteen users were in the TOUR
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group who interacted with more populated data in the tables, and 22 users in the CUSTOMER
group who got involved with the tables with a lesser amount of data. There were three different
users’ categories in writing SQL queries for both TOUR and CUSTOMER that were the same as
the think aloud method. The characteristics for these categories were the same as think aloud
sessions’ categories. The difference between users’ attempts from these two methods (think
aloud and log data set) was the time. The think aloud sessions were given a maximum of one
hour to write their queries, and the log data set was given unlimited time to write their queries.
Users in the think aloud sessions were not given the opportunity to access or browse for
information and employed a search strategy, so they came up with their answers by themselves.
On the other hand, the log data set was given unlimited time, and had access to outside
information.
The most frequent errors that users got were the " invalid identifier," and " column
ambiguously define." Eighty percent of the errors in the TOUR group were from the " invalid
identifier," " table or view doesn’t exist," " column ambiguously define error," and 57 percent in
the COSTUMER group were from these three specific errors. As shown in Table 40 and the
reasons for getting these errors, the result proved that users made more mistake in those specific
errors when they were faced with more number of tables with more populated the data.
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Appendix

QUEST_SET
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS

CUSTOMER ORDERS

CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS

CUSTOMER ORDERS

QUEST_NO
QUEST_TEXT
1
List the name, job, and salary for all employees.
2
List the name and location of each department.
59
List the name, address, city, state, and zipcode of each
customer.
60
List the unique employee job titles in the database.
86
List the unique values for the state field in the customer
addresses.
87
List the unique zip codes found among the customer
addresses.
3
List the name and hire date for all clerks.
4
List the employee ID and name for all employees
working in department 20
61
List the order id, order date, and ship date for all of
orders
placed by customer 103.
5
List the names and street addresses of all customers in
Burlingame who have a credit limit above $5000.
6
List the customer id, the order date, and the order total
for all orders that are either greater than $1000 or were
placed on or after 1-jan-14
62
List all of the clerks who were hired before '1-MAR2005'.
55
List the total compensation (salary plus commission) for
each employee. If an employee has no commission,
then list just the salary amount. (Note: in a select
clause you may perform arithmetic operations on the
values in two or more columns.)
56
List the ratio of commission to salary for each
employee. For employees with no commission, the
value should be 0. (Oracle hacks: you may NOT use the
NVL function.)
83
List the order numbers of all orders that were sold
under plan A (ORD_COMMPLAN = A) or under no plan.
84
List all of the employees whose commission is not a
positive number. (Include cases where the commission
is null).
13
Find the largest, smallest, and average order total
among all orders.
14
Find the minimum, maximum, and average quantity of
individual products ordered on individual orders. (In
other words, don't worry about the total quantity per
order, just per product per order).
64
Find the minimum, maximum, and average employee

Query_Type
Project
Project
Project
Project using DISTINCT
Project using DISTINCT
Project using DISTINCT
Comparison search condition
Comparison search condition
Comparison search condition
Compound comparison search
condition
Compound comparison search
condition
Compound comparison search
condition
Null values

Null values

Null values
Null values
Simple aggregate
Simple aggregate

Simple aggregate
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CUSTOMER ORDERS

65

CUSTOMER ORDERS

15

CUSTOMER ORDERS

16

CUSTOMER ORDERS

88

CUSTOMER ORDERS

37

CUSTOMER ORDERS

38

CUSTOMER ORDERS

75

CUSTOMER ORDERS

21

CUSTOMER ORDERS

22

CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS

19
20
23

CUSTOMER ORDERS

11

salary.
For each customer, list the customer name, the number
of orders placed by that customer, and the total dollar
amount of all of that customer's orders.
For each customer, list the number of orders whose
total amount is greater than $100, and the dates of the
most recent and least recent such orders.
For each order, list the number of different products
ordered, and the minimum and maximum values of
product actual prices on the order.
For each department, list the number of employees
assigned to it as well as the average, minimum, and
maximum salary among the department's employees .
Consider only employees who earn more than $1000.
List the names of customers and the total order volume
(Ord_total) for those customers who have purchased a
total of more than $1000 worth of products on all their
orders combined.
List the names of customers and the number of orders
placed by customers who have placed more than 4
orders.
List the employee id and name of employees who are
the sales representatives to more than two customers.
List as well the number of customers for each such sale
representative.
Create the PRODUCT table. It has the following column
names and data types. PROD_ID is the primary key
field.
PROD_ID
NUMERIC(6)
PROD_DESCRIP VARCHAR(30)
Create the PRICE table, adding in appropriate foreign
key constraints.
The primary key is {PROD_ID, PRICE_STARTDATE}
PRICE_STANDARD NUMERIC(9,2)
PRICE_MIN
NUMERIC(9,2)
PRICE_STARTDATE DATE
PRICE_ENDDATE DATE
PROD_ID
NUMERIC(6)
Add a new customer. Make up your own data.
Add a new employee. Make up your own data.
Insert the data shown at
http://faculty.ist.unomaha.edu/wolcott/isqa8410/assig
n1/sqldata.html into your tables.
List the name and job of all employees working in
Dallas. (the use IN + subquery construct.)

Simple aggregate
Use of GROUP BY
Use of GROUP BY
Use of GROUP BY

Restricting Groupings

Restricting Groupings
Restricting Groupings

Create table with primary key,
foreign key

Create table with primary key,
foreign key

Row insert
Row insert
Row insert
Subqueries
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12

CUSTOMER ORDERS

63

CUSTOMER ORDERS

35

CUSTOMER ORDERS

36

CUSTOMER ORDERS

74

CUSTOMER ORDERS

79

CUSTOMER ORDERS

80

CUSTOMER ORDERS

89

CUSTOMER ORDERS

81

CUSTOMER ORDERS

82

CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS

90
10

CUSTOMER ORDERS

7

CUSTOMER ORDERS

8

CUSTOMER ORDERS

9

CUSTOMER ORDERS

39

CUSTOMER ORDERS

40

List the order id and order date of all customers living in
Minnesota (MN). Use an IN + subquery construct.
List the order id, product id and quantity of all products
on an order placed during February, 2015. Use and IN +
subquery construct.
List the product identifier and description for all
products purchased by Vollyrite. Use a series of nested
IN + subquery clauses.
List the names of all employees who are the customer
representative for a customer who has purchase at least
one unit of product 100860. Use a series of nested IN +
subquery clauses.
List the order number and dollar amount for all orders
attributed to Ward. (Use a series of nested subqueries.)
List the customers who have NOT purchased the 'Guide
to Tennis', using some sort of set difference operation.
List the salesmen who did not make a sale during July,
2014. Use some sort of set difference operation.
List the employee id all employees who are salesmen
but who have no customers in Redwood City. Use some
sort of set difference.
List the order numbers and customer names for all
orders that have a smaller than average total.
List the order id, the product number, and product
description for order items that have sold a larger than
average quantity (number of units). The "average" in
this case is the average order item quantity across all
products.
List the employees who earn an above-average salary.
List the product id, quantity and order date for all
products ordered after 1-mar-14.
List the names and telephone numbers of all customers
whose sales representative is Ward (don't type in a
value for the Emp_ID).
List the name and job of all employees who work in
New York. Do not provide a specific value for Dept_no.
List the customer name, the order date, the ship date,
and the order total for all orders of customers living in
the 415 area code.
List the customer name, order id, and order date for all
orders from all customers. If a customer has placed no
orders, there should be null values for order id and
order date.
List the employee name and name of each customer the
employee serves. Include ALL employees, even those
not serving specific customers.

Subqueries
Subqueries
Nested subqueries
Nested subqueries

Nested subqueries
Set difference using subqueries
Set difference using subqueries
Set difference using subqueries
Subquery with aggregate function
Subquery with aggregate function

Subquery with aggregate function
Inner join
Inner join
Inner join
Inner join
outer join

outer join
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76

CUSTOMER ORDERS

43

CUSTOMER ORDERS

44

CUSTOMER ORDERS

57

CUSTOMER ORDERS

45

CUSTOMER ORDERS

46

CUSTOMER ORDERS

47

CUSTOMER ORDERS

48

CUSTOMER ORDERS

51

CUSTOMER ORDERS

52

CUSTOMER ORDERS

77

CUSTOMER ORDERS

53

CUSTOMER ORDERS

54

CUSTOMER ORDERS

78

CUSTOMER ORDERS

49

CUSTOMER ORDERS

50

CUSTOMER ORDERS
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List the name and zipcode of each customer, together
with the name of the employee serving that customer.
Include ALL customers, even those not being served by
an employee.
List the names of all employees together with the name
of their manager (indicated by emp_mgr). Employees
with no manager (e.g. King) do not need to be included
in the output.
List the names of all employees, together with the name
of their manager. (If an employee has no manager, the
manager column should be NULL).
List the name and department of each employee who
manages another (whose emp_id is another employee's
emp_mgr) and the number of employees s/he manages.
For each customer, list the order identifier, order total,
and order shipdate for that customers largest order.
For each product, list the product id, the order id of the
order on which the greatest quantity of that product
was purchased. List also the quantity.
List the department name together with the name and
salary of the individual who earns the most in that
department.
List the department name together with the name and
salary of the employee who earns least within that
department.
List the names of customers who have not purchased an
Ace Tennis Net. (Use NOT EXISTS).
List the names of customers who have not purchased
the Guide to Tennis. (Use NOT EXISTS).
List the employees who are associated with a customer
who has placed no orders. (Use NOT EXISTS)
List the names of customers who have purchased at
least one of each product.
List the names and credit limits of customers who have
purchased at least one of each product.
List the products that have been purchased by all
customers in Burlingame. (A product should appear in
the output only if *each* customer in Burlingame has
purchased it.)
List the name of each customer together with the total
number of orders they have made. Include in the list
customers who have not made any orders.
List all the employees and the number of customers
they service. For employees who service no customer,
the value should be 0.
List the department number and department name of
each department, together with the number of

outer join

Self-join

Self-join
Self-join
Correlated subquery
Correlated subquery
Correlated subquery
Correlated subquery
Exists
Exists
Exists
Division
Division
Division

Union
Union
Union
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17
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18
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41
42
66

CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
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94
27

CUSTOMER ORDERS

69

CUSTOMER ORDERS

85

CUSTOMER ORDERS
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CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CUSTOMER ORDERS

25
26
68

CUSTOMER ORDERS

28

CUSTOMER ORDERS

29

CUSTOMER ORDERS

70

CUSTOMER ORDERS

30

CUSTOMER ORDERS

31

CUSTOMER ORDERS

32

CUSTOMER ORDERS

71

employees in that department. For those departments
without any employees show a count of zero.
The research department is moving to San Francisco.
Make the appropriate change to the database.
Customer 106 has a new phone number: 664-2934.
Make the appropriate change to the database.
Give a 5% raise to all analysts.
Increase the credit limit for all customers by 10%.
Jones is moving to department 30. Make the
appropriate change in the database.
Delete any departments that have no employees
Fire all of the clerks.
Alter the order item table to CHECK that the
OrderItem_Total column is equal to the product of the
OrderItem_ActPrice and OrderItem_Qty values.
Add a check constraint to the ORD table that will
enforce the constraint that the ship date must be
greater than or equal to the order date.
Add a column called CATEGORY to the PRODUCT table.
This column should have a variable-length character
string data type of up to 50 characters.
Increase the maximum size of the CUST_NAME column
to 75 characters.
Create an index on the Ord_OrderDate column.
Create an index on the Cust_phone column.
Create an index on the Cust_ID column in the ORD
table.
Create a view that displays all employee data except the
salary and commission.
Create a view that displays only the customer name,
address, city, state, zip.
Create a view that displays the customer ID, name, and
number of orders placed by the customer.
Create an Oracle sequence on the Ord_ID column,
starting with a value greater than current Ord_ID
values. Add a new order for Customer 106 using the
sequence you just created. Leave the Ord_Total NULL.
Otherwise, make up your own data.
Add a new order for Customer 106 using the sequence
you just created. Leave the Ord_Total NULL.
Otherwise, make up your own data.
Add a new order for Customer 107 using the squence
you just created. Leave the Ord_Total NULL.
Otherwise, make up your own data.
Create an Oracle sequence to generate new product
numbers. Start with 400000. Increment by 5. Insert a

Update
Update
Update
Update
Update
Delete
Delete
Create check constraint
Create check constraint
Add column to a table or modify
column
Add column to a table or modify
column
Creating index
Creating index
Creating index
Creating view
Creating view
Creating view
Creating Oracle sequence

Creating Oracle sequence
Creating Oracle sequence
Creating Oracle sequence
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58
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new product using the Oracle sequence you just
created. Make up the product description.
Insert a new product using the Oracle sequence you just
created. Make up the product description.
List the product identifier and description for all
products purchased by Vollyrite. Use a join construct.
List the names of all employees who are the customer
representative for a customer who has purchase at least
one unit of product 100860. Use a join construct.
List the order number, customer name, and order dollar
amount for all sales attributed to Ward.
Alter the OrderItem table to add a foreign key
constraint on the Prod_ID column.
Add a foreign key constraint to the ORD table that
enforces the constraint that each order must be
associated with a existing customer.
For each customer, list the product of which the
customer has purchased the most unts, together with
the product description, customer name, and the
number of units of the product purchased by the
customer.
For each product, list the name of the customer who
has purchased the greatest number of units of that
product together with the description of the product
and the total quality sold to that customer.
List each customer and the total dollar amount spent by
that customer. Also indicate the category of each
customer: "Top" when amount spent >= $200; "Middle"
when amount spent >= $100 and < $200; "Bottom"
when amount spent < $100.
List each product together with the number of units of
that product sold. Also list the product category: "High
volume" if the total qty > 1000; "Moderate volume" if
total qty > 500; "Low volume" if total qty <=500.
For each customer, list that customer's customer id,
name, and orders in chronological order by order date.
For each order, show the order total along with the
cumulative amount of that order plus the order totals of
any preceding orders.
For each customer, list that customer's customer id,
name, and orders in chronological order by order date.
Number each order (1,2,3, ..). Number orders
independently for each customer. (Each customer
should have orders numbered 1,2, etc.)
List the product id, the order item quantity, and the
order date for each product sold on each order. In
addition, list the cumulative quantity of that product
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sold for each day.
List the site name, site depth, and base cost for all sites.
List the name, city, and state of each participant.
List the unique site areas and site types. There should
be one result row for each unique area/type
combination.
List the states in which at least one participant lives.
Eliminate duplicates from the answer.
List the site name and site depth for all sites with an
'Experienced' skill level.
List the names of all sites that are located in the
'Cozumel Reef'
List the name of each site with an 'Experienced' skill
level but with a 'Mild' current.
List the name and base cost of each site with a base cost
of less than $30. and a principal interest of 'Marine Life'
Calculate the total cost (participant cost + gear cost) for
each reservation. If there is no value for the gear cost,
the total cost should be equal to the participant cost (in
this case). Do not alter the data in the tables.
List the minimum, maximum, and average depth of sites
in 'Wreck Alley'.
List the total number of sites available for dives,
together with the minimum and maximum base cost.
For each state, list the number of participants from that
state. Order the result from greatest to least number
of participants.
List the total number of sites at each skill level.
List the date, departure time, and site name for each
tour with more than Three participants.
List the names and addresses of all participants who
have registered for more than two tours.
Create the SHIPWRECK table. Use the column
information found at
http://faculty.ist.unomaha.edu/wolcott/ISQA8410/Assig
n1/shipwreck.pdf. Be sure to create any constraints
appropriate, including primary and foreign keys.
Insert data into the SHIPWRECK table created in the
previous problem. Use the data shown at
http://faculty.ist.unomaha.edu/wolcott/ISQA8410/Assig
n1/shipwreck.pdf. Also add one more shipwreck, using
your own data.
List the date and departure time for all tours that go to
the 'Golden X' wreck. Use a subquery.
List the reservation date, participant cost and gear cost
for all reservations for a tour scheduled for 24-jul-2012.

Project
Project
Project using DISTINCT
Project using DISTINCT
Comparison search condition
Comparison search condition
Compound comparison search
condition
Compound comparison search
condition
Null values

Simple aggregate
Simple aggregate
Use of GROUP BY
Use of GROUP BY
Restricting Groupings
Restricting Groupings
Create table with primary key,
foreign key

Row insert

Subqueries
Subqueries
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Use a subquery.
List the names of all participants who have registered
for a tour to the 'Golden X' wreck. Use nested
subqueries.
List the names and capacity of all boats that have been
used on tours to a site in the 'Giant Kelp Forests'. Use
nested subqueries.
List the name of all sites to which no tours were
scheduled in July, 2012. Use some sort of set
difference operation.
List all participants who have not registered for a tour to
'Golden X'. Use some sort of set difference operation.
List the names of the sites that have an above-average
base cost.
List the name and depth of the site with the greatest
depth.
For each tour departing on 24-jul-2012, list the site
name, the skill level, and the name of the boat to be
used.
For each reservation, list the reservation date, the tour
date, the participant cost (Res_PartCost) and the gear
cost (Res_GearCost).
List the site, departure date, and boat name for each
tour to a site in 'Wreck Alley'. Include all tours,
including those that have not yet been assigned a boat.
List all tours scheduled for July, 2013 and the date of all
reservations for that tour. Include all tours, including
those without any reservations.
List all pairs of dive sites that are at the same depth.
The result should contain three columns <first site,
second site, depth> such that <first site> and <second
site> have the same depth. A given pair should appear
only once in the output.
For each site, list the sites at the same skill level that
have lower base cost. The output should be <site 1,
cost 1, site 2, cost 2, skill level> where cost 1 < cost 2.
For each site area, list the site name and depth of the
site with the greatest depth in that area.
For each boat, list the boat name, and the tour_id, date
and departure time of the most recent tour to use that
boat.
List the departure date and time for all tours whose
participants are NOT from Nebraska (state code = NE).
Use a NOT EXISTS construct.
List the names of all sites not visited by any tours during
July, 2012. Use a NOT EXISTS construct.
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Inner join
Inner join
outer join
outer join
Self-join
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List the names of participants who have made
reservations on tours to all five sites in 'Wreck Alley'. (If
a participant has been on tours to just four or fewer of
the five sites, the participant should not appear in the
output.)
List the boats that have been used on tours to all sites
at 100 ft. or greater depth. (If a boat has been used on
tours to just one or two of the three sites, it should not
appear in the output.)
List the dates on which either a reservation was made,
or a tour is conducted. The output should list <date,
type> where type = 'TOUR' for a tour, and
'RESERVATION' for a reservation. Use a UNION
construct.
List the departure date and site name of tours that
either have more than seven participants or have a total
of more than $230. in reservation participant cost. Use
a UNION construct.
Prices are going up. Increase the base cost of each site
by five dollars.
New regulations require the storage of additional safety
equipment on board. Reduce the capacity of the DonniMarie from 24 to 22.
Delete reservation no. 3.
Tour no. 6 has been cancelled. Delete it from the
database. (In practice, a tour probably wouldn't be
deleted, but flagged as 'cancelled').
Create a check constraint that enforces the rule that all
values of Site_Depth must be a positive number.
Create a check constraint that enforces the constraint
that a skill level is limited to the following values:
{Novice, Intermediate, Experienced}
Add the column <RES_TOTALCOST> to the
RESERVATION table. The data type should be the same
as the RES_PARTCOST. Update the table so that the
RES_TOTALCOST is equal to the sum of RES_PARTCOST
and RES_GEARCOST.
Add a column RES_STATUS to the RESERVATION TABLE.
The datatype should be a variable-length character
string of at most 20 characters.
Create an index on the Site_ID column in the TOUR
table.
Create an index on the Boat_ID column of the TOUR
table.
Create a view that shows for each tour the total number
of participants in that tour.
Create a view that shows for each site and date the

Division

Division

Union

Union

Update
Update
Delete
Delete
Create check constraint
Create check constraint
Add column to a table or modify
column

Add column to a table or modify
column
Creating index
Creating index
Creating view
Creating view
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number of tours to that site on that date.
Create a sequence that starts at an integer greater than
the largest value of Tour_ID and increments by 5 each
time a new value is generated. Use this sequence in a
statement that inserts a new row in the TOUR table.
Create a sequence that starts at an integer greater than
the largest value of Site_ID and increments by 2 each
time a new value is generated. Use this sequence in a
statement that inserts a new row in the SITE table.
For each participant who has been on a tour in July,
2012, list the name of the participant and the site
visited.
List the name of each participant who has made a
reservation on a tour to a site at over 95 ft depth.
Include in the output the name of the site and its depth.
Add a foreign key constraint on Site_ID in SHIPWRECK
that references the SITE table.
Add a foreign key constraint on the Boat_ID column in
the TOUR table.
List the names of sites visited by more than two large
tours. A large tour is defined as a tour with more than
10 participants. Include in the output the number of
large tours.
For each site, list the tour visiting that site with the
largest number of participants.
Use a CASE statement to list the site name, site depth,
and a description of the depth. If the depth is 0-50 feet,
the depth is 'shallow'. If the depth is >50 - 100, the
depth is 'deep'. If the depth is > 100 the depth is 'very
deep'.
List the name of each site, the base cost, and a
description of the cost. If the cost is < $25, the cost is
'inexpensive'. If the cost is $25-40, the cost is
'moderate'. If the cost is > 40, the cost is 'expensive'.
For each site, list the site id and site name, and the date
of each tour to visit that site. in addition, list a
running total of the number of tours to visit that site.
For each participant, list participant id and name and
the date of each tour taken. In addition, for each
participant, number the tours taken (1,2,3..).
For each tour, list the tour id, the tour date, and the
date of each reservation. For each
reservation, show the participant cost, and a running
total of the participant cost of this reservation plus that
of any previous reservations on the same tour.
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